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SET OF INTENTIONS

Mission

1.1.1 What is the Faculty's mission?

R: The mission of the Department of Anthropology (DA) is structured in three areas: 1) training the
students of the undergraduate program in Social Sciences; 2) training of new anthropologists and 3)
training for citizenship. Our commitment is to offer Social Sciences undergraduate students a strong
background in Anthropology, so that they are able to operate with ease in different professional areas,
such as in primary and secondary education, in public and private agencies, in institutes and research
centers, consulting services in general, university extension activities etc. In the Graduate Program in
Social Anthropology (PPGAS, as abbreviated in Portuguese), we offer training for the anthropologist
profession. Our master's, doctoral and postdoctoral degrees train highly qualified researchers and
professors to work in various professional areas already mentioned and, specifically, in universities,
institutes and research centers, public and private institutions. In addition to these careers, the DA offers
extension courses, organizes lectures and symposia, publishes the Revista de Antropologia ("Anthropology
Journal", the oldest academic journal in the area and one of the most qualified of Brazil), the digital
journal Ponto Urbe (with NAU - Urban Anthropology Center, as abbreviated in Portuguese) and the Revista
Cadernos de Campo ("Field Notebooks Journal", from the PPGAS students). These are key activities for a
civic education because they allow social scientists, anthropologists and other professionals seeking
anthropology disciplines and events to act as opinion makers, producers and disseminators of critical
knowledge regarding the processes of production, maintenance and transformation of social life.

1.1.2 Is the mission disseminated to professors, employees, and students and implemented in
the Faculty?

R: The mission is fully disseminated and applied in the DA because it sets the agenda and interweaves all
of the Department activities. Among the faculty, entirely comprised of professors working at the
undergraduate and postgraduate levels in a regime of full commitment to Teaching and Research (RDIDP,
as abbreviated in Portuguese), commitment to the training of social sciences students and anthropologists
is developed through a continuum of activities that combines teaching, research and extension. Although
some employees are more involved in activities related to the undergraduate program, and other are
more involved with the postgraduate, all the Department employees are directly involved in the
dissemination and application of its mission, since all activities travel deals with the three axes structuring
the Department's mission: 1) training students of the undergraduate degree in social sciences; 2) training
of new professional anthropologists and 3) training for citizenship. The social sciences undergraduate
students and especially the masters and doctoral students of the PPGAS, as well as post-doctoral students
engaged in research, culture and extension, also are committed to the DA's mission, especially those who
take part in activities at the various Department's research centers, in the organization of lectures and
seminars and journal publishing.

Vision

1.2.1 What is the Faculty's vision?

R: The following principles and values guiding the DA activity and its ongoing assessment of its mission
are noteworthy: A) indivisibility of teaching, research and extension; B) interdisciplinarity and C)
internationalization. Since its establishment, the DA is a Department in which all of its professors, thanks
to the fact they fully devote to teaching and research, do not make distinctions between one and other
activity. In addition, they draw from teaching and research the conditions for carrying out culture and
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extension activities. In Brazil, such activities require the necessary involvement of anthropologists with
relevant issues and activities related to the exercise of citizenship and democracy. The interdisciplinarity,
one of the Academic Anthropology funding elements since the beginning, is especially taken into account
in the various DA disciplines offered to undergraduate and postgraduate students. Therefore, it is true
that several enrolled students come from undergraduate and graduate programs other than the Social
Sciences and the PPGAS. Due to their engagement in interdisciplinary projects and research groups,
professors are always updated on cutting-edge discussions. This allows them not only to participate and
expand research networks, but also to make the available disciplines increasingly attractive to interested
parties on several fronts of anthropological research and related fields.

1.2.2 Is the vision disseminated to professors, employees, and students and implemented in
the Faculty?

R: This view is applied to the Department and is fully disseminated to professors, employees and
students.
For professors, it guides from the criteria that underlie the entrance examinations to the set of activities
that guide the day-to-day work in classrooms, research centers, laboratories and extension activities. The
professor's career progression, in turn, both according to USP general criteria as DA internal guidelines, is
also structured upon the teaching-research-extension tripod, associated with interdisciplinarity and
internationalization.
Employees, being all the time dealing with multiple demands that also do not make distinctions between
teaching, research and extension, and facing a number of challenges related to interdisciplinarity and
internationalization in their daily tasks, have clarity about the vision guiding the DA.
As they advance in the syllabuses of the program's disciplines and start to relate bibliographic references
to research projects in progress and extracurricular activities, students begin to realize that the DA is a
department that articulates teaching, research and extension and that in addition to strong commitments
on the Brazilian anthropological field, also dialogues with several others, inside and outside USP, seeking
new partnerships and horizon-expanding opportunities abroad.

Educational proposal

1.3.1 What is the Faculty's educational proposal?

R: The DA shares with the Departments of Sociology and Political Science an academic project for the
undergraduate degree in social sciences. Thus, the DA educational proposal largely depends on
agreements with these departments, which are drawn up and negotiated especially within the
undergraduate committee. It must be reaffirmed, however, that within this collective undergraduate
project, the central axis of the DA educational proposal is guided by offering students a strong
background in anthropology, in order to enable them to operate with ease in various professional fields
such as teaching at primary and secondary schools, act in public and private agencies, in institutes and
research centers, in consulting services in general, in university extension activities etc. Besides a strong
theoretical and methodological basis, the DA understands a strong background in anthropology as a
commitment to ethical and democratic values that go beyond the boundaries of classrooms and reach
various other spaces for academic, social and political interaction, inside and outside the university.

1.3.2 Is the educational proposal disseminated to professors, employees and students and
implemented in the Faculty?

R: The proposal is disseminated to everyone, as all parts involver are constantly building and discussing it
since it permeates curricular and extra-curricular activities, the classroom spaces, the research centers
and laboratories, the Departmental Council meetings, meetings with students to discuss issues related to
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academic life and quality of life in the buildings and on the campus etc.

SELF ASSESSMENT

Management

2.1.1 Assess the Faculty's academic-administrative organization.

R: The academic and administrative structure of the Department of Anthropology consists of the
Department Council and the Graduate Program Coordinating Committee. Although formally comprised of
around 12 professors, one representative of the graduate students and one representative of the
undergraduate students, the DA council informally functions as a plenary which, once a month, all 21
professors can participate as well as more than one student representative and a representative of the
employees. Every two or four years, tasks assigned to members of the Council are distributed among the
professors on a rotating basis, whether full professors, associate professors or PhD professors. Such tasks
include representing the DA in the Faculty's statutory committees (research, postgraduate,
undergraduate, culture and extension), in other committees (international cooperation, library and
temporary work groups) as well as in institutions in which the DA has a seat (Institute for Brazilian
Studies, CONDEPHAAT, etc). Both titular and substitute representatives in these positions are routinely
involved in administrative activities, sharing and dividing responsibilities and tasks. As for the employees,
there are currently a lean staff comprised of five academic technicians and three laboratory experts. An
academic technician works in the PPGAS secretariat, two at the undergraduate program, one in charge of
the Revista de Antropologia (Anthropology Journal) and supporting the head of the Department and one
with the Amerindian Studies Center (CeSTA, as abbreviated in Portuguese). Three lab specialists working
in the Anthropology Image and Sound Laboratory (LISA, as abbreviated in Portuguese), which acts as a
research center as well as offering training for professors, students and researchers, in addition to
housing a collection of around 1,500 videos, 8,000 images (photos, cards and glass plates), cassettes,
discs, CDs and documents.

2.1.2 Describe the Faculty's administrative policies and management model (goals, standards
and indicators).

R: As already mentioned, the DA adopts as an administrative policy to involve all professors in
management activities, every two or four years, in a rotating basis. This is so in order to not burden
anyone and ensure that all members of the faculty will have conditions for the development of their
teaching, research and extension activities. This shared responsibility policy aims to ensure that everyone
gets a good understanding of the DA operation, the Faculty and the University, contributing to improve it
as well. This is possible only because all professors work in the RDIDP regime (full commitment) and
therefore are all involved and interested in the multiple fronts of the Department's performance. In
general, the adopted indicators are the same guiding the Unit and especially other similar undergraduate
courses in social sciences and other graduate programs in anthropology: academic awards; obtaining
resources from funding agencies; production of results recognized by peers, students and the wider
public.

2.1.3 List new management practices implemented in the Faculty in recent years and analyze
the impact of these practices on core activities and administrative activities.

R: The practices mentioned in the previous section have been improving over several DA administrations.
They have suffered negative impacts in the past, when the DA faculty was reduced, but in the last five
years, with the renovation of the staff, they were improved. In effect, such practices have allowed
opportunities for the professor to, at certain periods, get more involved with the management tasks and
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then return to their academic productivity. On the other hand, the staff is at the edge of exhaustion and
about to suffer great losses, since the only remaining administrative technician at PPGAS secretariat, the
administrative technician in charge of the Revista de Antropologia (Anthropological Journal) and
supporting the head of the Department, the technician of the undergraduate secretariat and one of the
laboratory technicians will retire in the next 3 or 5 years. If special measures are not taken before that,
such as replacing these positions with the proper training of those replacements, the DA support and core
activities will be seriously compromised. Finally, the management practices implemented and improved in
the DA in recent years are anchored in some pillars that go beyond the scope of departmental decision,
once they depend on USP firm policies for the continued hiring of new professors in the RDIDP regime and
qualified employees for highly complex administrative and academic tasks.

2.1.4 How does the Faculty manage budget resources and extra-budget resources?

R: Recently, the Department of Anthropology created its Estate and Budget Committee (COP-DA, as
abbreviated in Portuguese) to manage budget funds transferred to the Department (budget line and
industrial income) and to decide on financial requests made by professors, students and employees. The
COP-DA, comprised of the head of Department, the PPGAS coordinator, one professor, one employee and
a student representative, meets once a month and intends to optimize resources available and their
funding, besides making transparent and collective financial decisions.

2.1.5 Comment on the Faculty's streamlining/optimization policies or existing resources (e.g.
cost reduction and revenue generation).

R: Especially after the outbreak of the USP financial crisis, the DA has prioritized the use of its resources
to meet the collective interest requests enabled to attend the largest possible number of professors,
students, research groups and research lines. In partnership with the PPGAS, the DA has adopted a more
aggressive policy of seeking external resources (greater number of individual and collective requests for
financial support to research funding agencies, such as the development of thematic projects) in order to
maintain the quality of its academic goals, especially the excellent level of its program and its research
centers and laboratories, as well as the intensity and density of their interdisciplinary and international
relations with other institutions. However, such proactivity is limited to produce the desired effects, so
that it is the role of the USP central management to prioritize and ensure institutional support programs
and an adequate wage policy in order to meet its expectations and demands.

2.1.6 Identify the Faculty's actions in regard to environmental sustainability for the rational
use of consumer goods and natural resources (e.g., water and electricity), as well as the
management and treatment of effluents and waste (chemical, biological, radioactive, and
recyclable, among others).

R: For several years the DA has been reducing the amount of printed documents, which not only
significantly reduced paper consumption, but also electricity (use of printers) and spending on durable
goods (print machines), providing also a remodeling and space optimization (less physical files). Waste
paper is delivered to recycle and obsolete durable goods (furniture, computers etc) are referred for
possible reuse.

2.1.7 Comment on how appropriate the Faculty's academic and administrative information
systems are.

R: The Department of Anthropology has sought to make available on their website and on the PPGAS'
website the most general and relevant information relating to the undergraduate, the program and the
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research centers and laboratories. More detailed information pertaining to disciplines and research groups
and laboratories activities are disclosed by specific websites for professors and students through various
other means (Moodle, social networks, blogs, egroups etc.), and/or, in some cases are reported in person
or by telephone by employees who provide care to the undergraduate, graduate and LISA secretariats.
Specifically regarding this laboratory, it is noteworthy that its collection (available for public consultation)
was fully digitalized in the past 3 years, thanks to the support of projects developed at the Pro-Rectory of
Culture and Extension (PRCEU). The database that organizes this collection is also being redesigned and
digitalized materials (films, sound recordings, photographs, slides) are stored on hard drives, at LISA,
and/or at Nuvem USP (USP Cloud), thanks to a partnership with the CCE (Information Technology
Center).
The academic information systems current status improved over the previous five years, but the picture of
available and qualified staff to properly operate these systems is precarious and at risk to worsen in the
short term, with new retirees.

Connections and cooperation

2.2.1 Analyze the connections and cooperation established with internal and external entities
to achieve academic goals, considering the following different levels:

a) among Faculties, academic committees and academic support boards (centers, others);

R: The cooperation between the three departments that make up the undergraduate degree in Social
Sciences, despite being a necessity, is less intense than it should. Exchanges and contacts have increased
in the last five years, both between management and representatives of the three departments in the
statutory committees, and among these, staff and undergraduate student representatives, but there is
still much to do. Compulsory and elective disciplines of the three departments dialogue with each other
less than they could and a distribution policy of disciplines among major areas of interest could be better
developed. Anyway, even because of the lack of qualified living spaces, there are professors and students
who, even though attending the same undergraduate course, hardly know each other. With regard to the
DA within the FFLCH, the professors have been collaborating intensely with the unit's management,
whether presiding statutory committees (as was the case of the research committee), participating in
work groups, investigations or other activities.

b) among core activities (undergraduate and graduate programs, research, culture and
extension);

R: Internally, the DA strongly articulates its core activities, since the inseparability of teaching
(undergraduate and graduate), research and extension, as already mentioned, guide the Department's
mission. It is worth reiterating that this is so thanks to the commitment of professors at engaging in
multiple activities, once they work in the RDIDP regime (full commitment).

c) with other teaching and research Faculties, specialized institutes, complementary boards
and/or entities associated with the University, if it is the case;

R: The DA connections and cooperation with the other 8 FFLCH departments, in addition to the
departments of Sociology and Political Science, is good because undergraduate students of the History,
Geography, Philosophy and Language and Literature (which has 5 departments) courses sail through the
disciplines, research groups and academic activities offered by the DA. These movements strengthen
interdisciplinarity, providing even the participation of DA professors in examining boards, events and
activities of these other departments and vice versa. Something similar occurs with departments and
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research groups from other USP units, especially courses in Law, International Relations, Education,
Journalism and Psychology. Finally, the DA maintains close relations with other USP bodies such as
museums (MAE - Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology; Paulista Museum), institutes (IEB - Institute for
Brazilian Studies, IEA - Institute of Advanced Studies), chairs (UNESCO Chair Education for Peace, Human
Rights, Democracy and Tolerance) etc.

d) with other institutions in Brazil and abroad (e.g., Multidisciplinary Master and Doctoral
Programs between two units, Undergraduate and Graduate dual degree programs, involvement
of students and professors in scholarly exchanges, cooperation agreements, research
networks, and integrated research projects, among others).

R: The connections and cooperation between the DA and other anthropology departments in Brazil,
especially at federal universities of nearly all states are very strong. Not only several PPGAS-USP alumni
have become professors at such institutions, but also there are many partnerships in examining boards,
research projects, extension and academic events. With institutions abroad, especially in Europe, USA and
Canada, in addition to Argentina, the DA and the PPGAS have also established several agreements in the
last five years, regarding joint supervision programs ("cotutela"), post-doctoral internships, international
cooperation projects and participation in events (details of each of these partnerships are the following
segments).

Infrastructure

2.3.1 Briefly comment on the development of Faculty infrastructure in recent years, identifying,
in relevant cases, difficulties that hinder improvement of the Faculty's academic standards
(e.g., in regard to physical area, classrooms, study rooms, faculty offices, libraries, specific
laboratories and multi-user laboratories, access to computers, living areas, leisure and food
areas, among other possible issues).

R: In 2010, aiming at improving the management sector and the offered services, the Department started
a reform process in the employees' assignments and in the DA undergraduate and postgraduate
secretariats physical space. This process was finished in 2013 and resulted in spaces reserved for
undergraduate services, postgraduate services, and a secretariat for the Revista de Antropologia
(Anthropology Journal). In addition, a lounge for students, professors and employees was created
between the departments and the head of Department's room, which has allowed greater integration
among all.
In the room reserved to the PPGAS students, the furniture was renovated, 10 new notebook workstations
were created and new computer equipment was purchased.
The reorganization and the better use of a space once reserved to the secretariat warehouse, allowed the
creation of another professor's office, a room for post-doctoral students and a room for research groups.
As for the FFLCH Philosophy and Social Sciences building, it is a venue with many problems. For years
there were plans to build another annex building intended to house the various research groups, with
meeting rooms and an auditorium, as well as technological infrastructure and spaces for offices. This
building would allow the Philosophy and Social Sciences building to gain back classrooms that, over time,
ended up being used as mini-auditoriums (always very disputed for holding events) and research group
rooms. Every new semester poses a challenge to distribute even more numerous classes across the
available classrooms, many of which are poorly ventilated and have obsolete and problematic audiovisual
equipment.
As the academic life also depends (quite a lot) on sociability, having a pleasant common area and food
services for the public attending the venue would be of vital importance. It should be mentioned that
sometimes our biggest problem is not just a lack of funds, but also the slowness of the university's
purchasing system, the bureaucratization of the processes and the impossibility of easing certain
regulations. In addition to an excessive delay in the purchase of certain items, often the university pays a
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much higher price than what would be charged if not for its red tape. Departments and units' actions also
rely on actions of the University central bodies in order to look for convergent strategies allowing more
flexibility for the use of already approved resources.

Technical and administrative employees

2.4.1 Does the Faculty have a specific system (goals, indicators, performance standards) to
assess the activities of technical and administrative employees, in addition to the
institutionalized processes outside the Faculty?

R: There's no specific assessment system.

2.4.2 Report the Faculty's policies concerning the improvement of technical and administrative
employees in regard to:

a) Integration of recently hired employees;

R: In the last five years, no new employees were hired.

b) Incentives for professional improvement;

R: Only one employee (high school graduate) has taken professional development courses. Usually,
employees with an undergraduate degree and/or attending undergraduate school always have their leave
request due to activities related to their education approved. It's worthy mentioning that the LISA
laboratory, using a thematic project's technical reserve funds, has financially supported refresher courses
for an employee whose knowledge obtained was then applied at the laboratory.

c) Criteria for career development;

R: The career progression occurs only through the performance assessment promoted by the University.

d) Institutional engagement.

R: Most DA employees work here for many years, having closely followed so many of its changes,
challenges faced and ways how they were overcome. As result, there is a clear institutional engagement,
but that certainly deserves to be reviewed and stimulated from perceptions and suggestions from the
employees themselves.

Faculty members

2.5.1 Analyze the progress of the Faculty's members profile on the basis of core activities
developed in the last 5 years (hiring, career development, job contracts, and retirement,
among others).

R: In the last five years, three full professors have retired and there were 4 new hires. Of the 21 current
faculty members, two are full professors, five are associate professor and the others are PhD professors,
10 of which have progressed horizontally in the career. All work under a full commitment regime for
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Teaching and Research (RDIDP), 4 have enough age and years of work to retire at any time, and one
certainly will do so in 2016, on grounds of age. In 10 years, it is estimated that half of the current DA
faculty will not be active. As already mentioned, the mission, the vision and the academic and
administrative policies adopted by the DA, which have been greatly improved and ensured its success, are
based on the fact that the entirety of its faculty is composed of professors working under RDIDP. This
work regime provides an effective institutional engagement, an intellectual production up to the demands
that the area, the USP and the society presents to them and enables the plurality of existing research
lines and groups. If new RDIDP professors are not hired to replace the retirees, in order to at least
maintain the current picture, an entire high quality department andgraduate program will be strongly
shaken and impaired.

2.5.2 Does the Faculty have a policy concerning the hiring of professors (e.g., internationally
published public notices)? Comment on how appropriate this policy is in regard to the Faculty's
profile and its development projects, including new areas such as attracting new talent for
academic careers.

R: The faculty hiring processes are disclosed (in Portuguese) on the Department of Anthropology website
and by email to potential applicants. The recent entrance policy has contemplated ensuring the continuity
of existing research lines, opening up spaces geared primarily to professors' profiles able to strengthen
research fronts weakened due to retirements. The possibility of creating new lines is also welcome, always
with the goal on the horizon that the DA and the PPGAS should not only keep but also raise the high level
of quality that was arduously achieved.

2.5.3 Describe the primary individual indicators concerning the quality of the work performed
by the Faculty's members.

R: At the DA, the individual indicators of quality arise from the professor's level of involvement with the
Department's mission and vision. In other words, there are several incentives for professors with any
degree and seniority get involved effectively and simultaneously in undergraduate and graduate teaching,
with research, extension, interdisciplinarity and internationalization. Since these parameters are also used
by important and diverse funding agencies when assessing the performance of professors and even the
postgraduate program as a whole, such parameters are also prioritized and adapted by the DA in its
internal assessments. More examples of specific indicators are: the high number of professors with a
CNPq productivity grant; best dissertations and theses awards granted by CAPES and the National
Association of Postgraduate Studies in Social Sciences (ANPOCS, as abbreviated in Portuguese); other
awards and distinctions received by professors; coordination of thematic projects funded by FAPESP; high
number of requested and approved grants (FAPESP, CNPq and CAPES); presence of several professors in
the University governing bodies and in other bodies and prestigious agencies, who act as superintendents,
directors, advisers, presidents, area coordinators, etc.

2.5.4 In addition to the institutionalized assessment processes outside the Faculty (CAPES -
The Brazilian Agency for Coordination of Improvement of Higher Education Personnel, CNPq -
National Council for Scientific and Technological Development, USP - Office of the Vice-
President, CERT - The USP Especial Committee of Labour Work, and CPA - The USP Permanent
Assessment Committee), does the Faculty have a specific system to assess its faculty
members' activities? If yes, what kind of work is developed?

R: The rotation system of professors assuming academic and administrative tasks at the DA, and the fast
accreditation of newly hired professors in order to enable them to mentor students in masters programs
of the PPGAS (they're able to do so right after having taught a relevant discipline in their area of
expertise), the Department constant requests to receive internal reviews and opinions from all the faculty,
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as well as asking them to get involved in multiple activities of research groups and laboratories are ways
to monitor the work of each professor and the work produced by entire faculty as a whole.

2.5.5 Does the Faculty have a Pedagogical Support Group (PSG) or any type of pedagogical
advisory program to support the work of professors? If yes, what is the work developed?
Characterize the adherence of professors to the proposed activities.

R: The DA does not have a Pedagogical Support Plan (PSG), but the research groups and laboratories
function as pedagogical advisors supporting the teaching activities, once such places are areas of intense
exchange and of experiences that include educational strategies, research, extension, interdisciplinarity
and internationalization.

2.5.6 Report whether the Faculty provides conditions for improving the teaching of the faculty
body, analyzing its importance in regard to the existing educational proposal. If the Faculty
does, what are the activities developed? Comment on advancements and difficulties.

R: The main conditions offered by the DA for faculty improvement are also based in research centers and
laboratories, which, in turn, rely on the support of the undergraduate and graduate offices. The activities
range from the reception of visiting professors and their integration into internal and external research
networks, to the ongoing debate on program content, assessment, fundraising etc.

2.5.7 Provide information on the Faculty's policy concerning the valorization and development
of teaching careers in regard to:

a) Integration of recently hired professors;

R: As early as in their first semester, the recently hired professors teach an elective discipline in the
graduate program in order to make their theoretical and methodological approaches known, as well as
their research fronts, enabling them to mentor at least masters students. They will be able to guide PhD
students as soon as they lead a student to a master's dissertation defense or if they have already done
this in other university also already accredited to guide doctoral students. As pointed out previously,
recently hired professors are also invited as soon as possible to take part in the activities of research
groups and the Department laboratories.

b) Incentives for improvement and post-doctoral programs;

R: Periodically, the Department of Anthropology authorizes the professor's leaves so that they can
undertake post-doctoral internships abroad. In the last five years, four professors took leaves in that
condition. Following the leave, the professor sends the Departmental Council a report detailing his/her
activities. An internal referee appreciates such report and shares his impressions with the Council. This
practice allows everyone to follow and encourage each other. Besides post-doctoral internships, other
form of improvement also encouraged and supported by the DA, such as participation in academic and
cultural events, will be detailed in the following segments.

c) Institutional engagement.

R: As already mentioned the DA values and provides conditions for professors to be institutionally
engaged, balancing administrative responsibilities with teaching, research and extension tasks, thus
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delivering what is expected of RDIDP professor.

2.5.8 How important is the participation of professors in support centers, complementary
boards or specialized institutes for the achievement of the Faculty's goals?

R: All faculty at DA take part in one or more research center or laboratory as we understand that those
are privileged spaces for knowledge, execution and continuous improvement of the values and activities
that are the basis for the mission the goals of the Department.

Teaching and learning processes

2.6.1 Assess the Faculty's teaching and learning processes, including the teaching means and
techniques and their coherence with the educational proposal.

R: At undergraduate the department of anthropology, connected with the department of sociology and
political science, have recently reformed the pedagogical project for the graduation course in social
sciences (major and teachers training degree). Matters related to the disciplines that offered by the
teachers training degree (pedagogical resources) were specially reviewed, as well as the menus and
syllabuses contents for all core disciplines. Taking into account the evaluation that the social sciences
students answer about the course (grades between 5 and 6 at SIGA), it seems to fit the goals defined in
its Political and Pedagogical Project. The students in general state motivation and information in relation
to the disciplines' content satisfaction with their objectives and with the learning achieved through the
methodology employed. However, the prevalence of traditional teaching methodology is observed. Most of
the classes is expositive, showing very little participation of the students. In the last five years,
audiovisual equipment that allow new pedagogical resources were installed in all classrooms and a LISA
(laboratory of the Image and Sound in Anthropology) expert was designed to support the faculty in
choosing and using the audiovisual material in the classroom. Nonetheless, the large number of students
per class does not favor this material adequate usage or even group. Several professors from the DA use
dissertations as assessment tools, aiming at the avoidance of inadequate procedures by a minority of
students who might turn to papers displayed on the internet as a piracy act and not as a research
resource. The combination of several evaluation methods is a usual and increasing practice among the
Department faculty who also have adopted in some disciplines extra class activities (observation exercises
and ethnographic register). This type of initiative is more coherent with the educational proposal of the DA
and has been encouraged.

2.6.2 Is the profile of Undergraduate and Graduate alumni used as reference to define teaching
and learning processes? How so?

R: The profile of PPGAS (Graduate program in social anthropology) alumni is especially decisive in the
teaching and learning processes for being precise and recently available on the Program site). As this
profile points mainly to MA and Doctors who aim at the engagement with universities or research centers
as faculty or researchers, or even at taking public competitions for anthropological positions at public
organizations, PPGSA has enhanced teaching-learning strategies that strengthen these careers' aptitudes.
As for the graduate alumni, although more roughly, it is also known that besides the university career,
many turn to high school teaching, marketing research in State and private organizations, cultural events
advisory services among other possibilities of professional insertion. Therefore, teaching and learning
processes used in undergraduate take into account this wider range of options.

2.6.3 Describe the incentive policy intended to encourage the production and use of teaching
materials (e.g. books, movies, videos, online material, software, prototypes, simulators and
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others) directed to the Faculty's teaching in the Undergraduate and Graduate Programs.

R: The DA regularly updates with the faculty the library recently acquired book lists, as well as the
periodicals to be subscribed so that the disciplines taught may always count the bibliographical
background in the university. The use of online scientific papers and books has been encouraged through
resources that allow faculty and students body to share them in disciplines, events and seminars. LISA
works for the DA as a laboratory and as audiovisual collection with large utility as didactic and research
resource. A great part of this material is available via LISA's website.

2.6.4 List the primary forms of academic assessment used in the Faculty's Undergraduate and
Graduate Programs.

R: Several undergraduate disciplines have also undergone students' assessments via SIGHA program
besides being evaluated by faculty and students body according to the teaching and learning strategies
used within their course. PPGAS disciplines are also evaluated by the faculty and students' body and the
result are sometimes discussed by the program coordination and in students' forums aiming at
reformulations or maintenance and additions to successful strategies.

2.6.5 In the Faculty, is there any program encouraging technological innovation,
entrepreneurship, or junior enterprises? Analyze the results.

R: There is no such program.

Undergraduate program

2.7.1.1 Describe the primary advancements attained in the Faculty's Undergraduate Program
and the difficulties faced in the last 5 years.

R: As detailed in other items, the main DA goal concerning the undergraduate programs consists in the
offering of quality professional formation for the social sciences course students, emphasizing the
anthropological contribution in this formation. In this sense, the DA prioritized in the last five years the
improvement of teaching and research conditions at undergraduate level. Concerning the discipline
content, DA improved the articulation of core and elective disciplines in the schedule. The former aim at a
systematic knowledge to be offered to the alumni concerning the main lines of anthropological thought
and the latter deepen the debates related the specific themes. The better articulation between these two
blocks of contents (the first announcing what may be deepened in the second) has enabled students to
keep in touch with cutting edge research starting from updated bibliography. In relation to research,
alumni have the opportunity to get to know DA's projects, lines, groups and laboratories via the elective
disciplines offered. Besides, the Department has invested in the last five years in a set of actions in the
scope of the encouragement to Scientific Initiation Program (PIC) and to undergraduate focused seminars.
This way, the anthropologist vocation is called to facing a formation that emphasizes anthropological
research which might be later developed at graduate levels. The improvement also brought a wider
affinity with the Teacher Training course which had been for years coordinated and conducted exclusively
by the Department of Sociology. The DA faculty made themselves available for teachers training course
papers tutoring, not least due to the extremely large number of students per class. The dialogue among
the three departments has increased at the teachers training course and major courses, but there is still
much to be done. The Tutorial Education Program (PET) in Social Sciences has been coordinated for years
and during the five last years by the Department of Sociology, but a rotation is intended among the three
departments comprised by the social sciences course. A last, in spite of these last five years acquisitions, ,
"Comissão Qualidade de Vida" (Life Quality Committee) of the Philosophy and Social Sciences Didactic
Group carries on pointing out several infrastructure issues that directly interfere with the teaching quality
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that is offered to undergraduate students, as detailed in item 2.3.

2.7.1.2 Characterize the connection and cooperation among the Faculty's Undergraduate
Committee and the Courses' Coordination Committees.

R: The undergraduate committees of the three departments have recently been deployed, according to
the guidelines of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies, and currently there is only one Coordination
Committee (COC) for the social sciences course, whose coordinator also accumulates the task of
coordinating the undergraduate disciplines of the department. The general coordination will embrace the
three social sciences departments and in its initial implementation phase the harmonious operation among
the 3 undergraduate committees , COC and the decision-makers of the departments are secured. The
actions taken so far have been:
- Clarify colleagues from the faculty about the operation, structure and powers of the COC and
undergraduate committees;
- Conduct regular meetings of the three undergraduate committees to resolve issues involving a joint
position of the three departments.
The urgent need of an office to support the implementation of the many demands and bureaucratic
procedures under the current responsibility of the general coordinator has to be mentioned. At the social
sciences course, the departments cannot afford to allocate an employee only for this function, even if on a
rotating basis, and even more after the implementation of PIDV( Incentive Plan for Voluntary Dismissal)
which resulted in resignations in the offices at the three departments.

2.7.1.3 List the relevant innovations, initiatives, and tendencies in teaching of the Faculty's
Undergraduate Program in regard to:

a) New Programs and Courses;

R: In the last five years, DA has guaranteed an annual offering of elective disciplines so that within a two
month period, the eight research lines at the Department are represented with at least one discipline
offered for undergraduate programs. Besides the existing disciplines, other were created, such as
"Anthropology of Religion" and "Anthropology of emotions: ways of (re)constructing and regulation of
social life". Experiences resulting from DA increase of internationalization were incorporated into the
curriculum of courses and teaching materials used in them (such as new audiovisual materials). Finally,
there has been a constant remodeling of the form and content of the courses offered in order to keep
them always updated facing the social and academic changes underway.

b) Increase in the number of slots;

R: In the last few years, in spite of the retirement of three professors from the Department, there has
been an increase in the number of disciplines offered to undergraduate students (which in 2012 were in
number of 17, in 2013 this number was 19 and in 2014, they reached 20) representing an increase in the
number of slots offered to those students interested in applying for courses under the supervision of the
DA. The number of slots in several existing elective and core disciplines was also increased, especially for
students coming from other Faculties at the University. This initiative met the demands coming from a
wide range of social transformations that have implied in an increasing interest for interdisciplinary
knowledge. One example is the increasing demand for social science content by students enrolled in
computer sciences (and vice versa), given the social and political importance of social networks and to
build actions and programs aimed at digital inclusion. The DA has also increased the dialogue with
undergraduate students from various other areas such as psychology (at whose program a core discipline
is offered), history, geography, philosophy, languages and literatures, archeology, law, international
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relations and the slots targeted to the Program for Senior Citizens. The increase in the number of slots
was not larger essentially due to the commitment of the ratio faculty/students body in the classes and
also to avoid burdening the DA faculty (21 professors) who is totally involved in research activities,
culture and extension responsibilities and administrative duties.

c) Attraction of talented students;

R: The regular practice of offering scientific initiation grants (using funding from PIC, FFLCH,FAPESP,
Santander) and the support of research projects that include scientific initiation without grants is aimed at
this goal and involves mainly students who work and enroll at the evening course. Regular meetings and
academic events open to graduate students, promoted by the DA's laboratories and research centers,
many of them with an interdisciplinary nature attract students who wish to invest in a solid background
and show talent for it. These students are frequently those who, after the graduation enroll in post
graduate programs or achieve good positions in the labor market. Finally, the DA has established
partnerships with institutions of recognized social impact, such as the University Center Maria Antonia
(CEUMA) and the Cultural Preservation Center of USP (CPC), at "Casa de Dona Yayá" ( House of Dona
Yaya), both linked to USP and in the last five years, led by DA teachers. Many were the courses and
seminars offered by faculty members at CEUMA disseminating anthropological approaches related to
contemporary and polemical themes that achieved a larger audience and also students who are interested
in participating in extracurricular activities connected to university culture and extension programs. At
CPC-USP, PPGAS faculty offered workshops and diffusion courses , offering musical debates. One of the
PPGAS students , currently at the Doctoral program, co- organized a collection at PCP-SUP that received
the "Destaque" award at PRCEU ( Pro- Rectory of University Culture and Extension) in 2014.

d) Changes and flexibility in the curricular structure;

R: The infrastructure of the Department of Anthropology is constantly open and exposed to the positive
impact of the postgraduate students presence and their new research lines, because the faculty who
supervise the postdoctoral scholarships invite their students to lecture at their teaching disciplines. By
means of DA faculty visits and internships at international teaching and research institutions as well as the
receiving of guest professors from these institutions to the DA it has been possible to amplify and make
the curricular structure more flexible since these experiences result new bibliographical reference and a
new teaching methodologies. In the last five years this type of partnerships were conducted between DA
faculty and faculty members from Princeton University, Columbia University, City University of New York,
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Paris I, Nouvelle Sorbonne Paris 3, ISCTE - Instituto Universtário de
Lisboa, Universtié Lumiére Lyon II, University of Victoria, Granada Centre for Visual Anthropology
(Manchester) and Universidade Nova de Lisboa among others. The promotion of international seminars,
the establishment of agreements, internships and co-tutoring programs, publications in international
specialized magazines and scholarships performed by the student body in institutions abroad (
undergraduate internships and "sandwich" scholarships at graduate programs) result in several types of
positive impacts to the DA curricular structure.

e) Renewal, updating, and use of new teaching methodologies.

R: The strategies adopted include, albeit timidly, the program STOA (Moodle) which allows a constant
dialogue among faculty and students body as well as easy access to texts and relevant information for the
discipline. The faculty have also created dropbox system text folders and have tried to explore the
audiovisual resources available in the classrooms which, as described in previous items, need urgent
repair and maintenance. We have encouraged the incorporation of audiovisual resources such as
documentary and ethnographic films available at LISA collection in our undergraduate and graduate
programs. In order to improve the break between the afternoon and evening schedules, we have
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promoted debates based on the exhibit of films and documentaries, lectures, seminars and frequent
meetings with the academic center representatives. Facing the current growing political issues that
emerge in the classroom, that is, the sudden irruption of race and racism issues, transsexuality, feminism,
human rights and urban violence the Department of Anthropology faculty have promoted debates
including anthropologists and social scientists as much as other professionals and actors involved in social
movements, public policies, media, etc.

2.7.1.4 Characterize the monitoring of the Faculty's Undergraduate teaching. Describe the
procedures and indicators used in this process.

R: The DA has reviewed the ratio between the number of faculty and student body members per class
increasing the number of professors who teach core disciplines in order to split previously large classes
into smaller subclasses. In the last years for example, it was possible to divide into three and not only into
two over 150 students who every beginning of the school year enroll at Anthropology I. the department
leadership and COC coordination are also committed to building a more profound discussion among the
departments that are comprised by the social sciences course about deficiencies in the basic formation of
the students and the shared solutions that might be implemented. We also have improved the tutoring
and accompanying system for core and elective disciplines offered to the undergraduate level, especially
through the Teaching Improvement Program (PAE), that has been of great importance for the faculty,
postgraduate monitors and undergraduate students, since all learn and benefit from the challenges
presented by the classroom. Learning foreign languages has also been encouraged, in general. Indicators
to monitor each of these initiatives have not yet been implemented, as they are relatively recent, but
qualitatively it is possible to say that the results arising are good.

2.7.2.1 What is the profile of Undergraduate alumni pursued by the Faculty?

R: The DA alumni are expected to dispose of methodological and theoretical formation that enables them
to:
- Develop critical-analytical abilities;
- Master major currents of thought, the main works and authors which were and are the social
sciences constituents, from the classical period to the present;
- master the key concepts through which social, political and cultural aspects of modern society were
and are identified and analyzed;
-

- Be able to identify problems (dilemmas, paradoxes, impasses) of contemporary society and participate
critically of the intellectual and scientific debates underlying them;
- Be able to translate this theoretical and critical reflection on scientific research problems.
The requirements defined above are essential for the social sciences alumni to act as a versatile
professional, able to be inserted in different fields of action, such as education (secondary and higher),
research, planning, consulting and advisory (print a and electronics media, social movements, non-
governmental organizations, private companies and public institutions, political parties, professional
associations etc). Guided by these specific objectives, the course of Social Sciences at USP, and in
particular the DA, has offered a basic training that enables graduates to pursue their intellectual and
professionals aspirations in a wide range of areas in the academic and not academic labor market. As
former students repeatedly state in qualitative evaluation meetings of the course: a degree in social
sciences from USP gives students intellectual independence, making them especially able to build their
professional careers individually. This refers in short, to form autonomous intelligences, essential
requirement for an academic career or any competent and conscientious professional practice.

2.7.2.2 Are the courses syllabuses and subjects of the Faculty's Undergraduate Program
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consistent with this profile?

R: They are consistent enough so that the social science course recently had its accreditation request
renewed with the State Board of Education. The entire curriculum was redesigned (its menus were redone
and updated at Jupiter System- the undergraduate online system for students) in order to carry out a set
of theoretical and practical demands deemed necessary for the proper education and training of bachelor's
and teachers training course students. The curriculum and the menus offered by the DA are historically
consistent with its mission of, from constant theoretical and methodological improvements, translate
issues of social relevance into academic relevance issues. The anthropological elaboration of the concept
of culture, the criticism against the multiple forms of ethnocentrism, the exercise in reflexivity in the
construction of research themes and in the elaboration of categories of analysis and classification systems
able to cover the multiplicity of cultural differences are few of the hallmarks of graduation disciplines and
the DA's contribution in their interfaces with other human sciences and the field of health and technology.
Both at core or elective disciplines, our goal is to encourage the development of exploratory field work
that enable students to handle the relationship between theories, methods and social problems.

2.7.2.3 Are the Faculty's teaching and learning processes consistent with this profile?

R: As detailed previously, the DA has prioritized the improvement of teaching and research conditions at
undergraduate level. If the core disciplines enhance classical education, the elective disciplines connect
the reflection on the classic themes to contemporary research and bibliography. The department
understands that the knowledge dissemination must not stray away from the contexts of its production.
The richest teaching and learning experiences happen when the classrooms turn into knowledge
workshops, interacting creatively with field work spaces, bibliographic collection and laboratories. This
perspective guides the DA, being essential for a field of knowledge that values diversity and sees the
meeting with the "other" the place of excellence of knowledge production.

2.7.2.4 List the support services provided by the Faculty to students.

R: The Department of Anthropology has tried, from the contact between faculty and students body in the
laboratories, research centers and academic events, as well as its website and the services offered by the
secretary's office to amplify the students' access to dataset and bibliographical resources. It has also
strived to improve the library collection expansion fundraising and has optimized the relevant data survey,
storage and circulation to the course management (number and source of grants available at USP and the
funding agencies; data on evasion and failure etc).
However, all these efforts have run into numerous obstacles, such as the malfunctioning of certain
services (such as provided by the audiovisual sector of FFLCH); outdated and defective equipment; lack of
staff to give better support to the faculty; lack of more and better spaces for studies and living for
students.

2.7.2.5 Does the Faculty have any system to monitor the training process of Undergraduate
students? Comment.

R: The Department does not have a "system", but accompanies the learning process of undergraduate
students: 1) through the monthly meetings of the Departmental Council, in which are passed reports by
representatives of the DA in the COC, in FFLCH Graduation Committee and students body representatives.
In these opportunities, issues concerning the training process are also decided, under the responsibility of
the DA 2) through constant dialogue with students body representatives concerning the status of
disciplines; 3) through individual assessments used by professors and monitors in various disciplines.
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2.7.2.6 Indicate incentive actions intended to promote Scientific Training for Undergraduate
Students, participation in studies and research groups, among others.

R: The Department of Anthropology encourages the formation of graduate students in Scientific Initiation
introducing on several occasions (classroom, events and website) what the research areas of the
Department are. Teachers provide constant samples of indissociation between teaching and research,
both for the proper development of the disciplines and to the success of the activities of centers and
research laboratories that work as true training workshops for graduate students. In these spaces, the
students not only become more involved with the faculty research as they get in touch with the post-
graduate and visiting professors research. The Academic Cooperation Programs (PROCAD-Capes) signed
in recent years by the DA, also enabled exchanges between young researchers, from different regions of
the country, sensitizing them, theoretically and methodologically towards questions related to the
complex intersection between race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality and class. Undergraduates and graduate
students engaged in educational and research missions of the two PROCAD Programs coordinated by the
DA: "Race, ethnicity, sexuality and gender in comparative perspective" (PPGAS-USP and PPGCS-UFPA)
and "Amerindian Landscapes skills. , mobility and sociability in the rivers and cities of the Amazon
"(PPGAS-USP and PPGAS-UFAM). The latter made ethnographic expeditions, with undergraduates in
medium-sized cities in the Solimões River pipeline. There is also a significant number of open internships
to undergraduate students as a result of agreements with public and private companies and NGOs, as well
as a significant number of those students who have benefited from international cooperation agreements
accredited in CCInt and coordinated by professors of Department of Anthropology. There are also various
interdisciplinary actions aimed at student training. Many of the ethnographic films produced in LISA -
Image and Sound Laboratory in Anthropology - result from research carried out by the DA's faculty that
guide scientific initiation projects (www.vimeo.com/lisausp). The Department has been conducting, since
2001, through NAU Lab - (Urban Anthropology Center), the seminar Undergraduate in Course, in which
undergraduate students from USP and several other Brazilian universities expose their research (in
progress and completed). This pioneering seminar also produced echoes in other initiatives such as
ENADIR (National Meeting of Law Anthropology, held biannually since 2009, by the Anthropology Center
of Law NADIR USP), the ENUMAS (meeting organized by the Social Markers of the Difference Center,
Numas), EIAV (International Meeting of Visual Anthropology) and the Workshop of Urban Studies
(promoted by the City Anthropology Study Group, GEAC).

2.7.2.7 Does the Faculty have any formal relationship with Undergraduate alumni? Is there any
system to maintain ties with Undergraduate alumni?

R: The relationship is mainly informal and the monitoring is performed through scattered information on
the ex-students entrance in anthropology graduation programs as well as news on events that involve
alumni as producers or participants at cultural programing involving private institutions and public
organizations museums, etc. As the graduation in social sciences involves the departments of
anthropology, sociology and political sciences, the shaping of any form of relationship with former
students and an alumni accompanying system implies a project uniting these three departments.

2.7.2.8 Comment the professional practice fields and skills required by the Faculty's alumni.

R: There are many areas in which the alumni might work: high school teaching at public and private
institutions; the making of reports for public institutions that deal with traditional peoples such as INCRA(
National Institute for Agrarian Reform), ITESP (Technical Institute od State of São Paulo) and FUNAI
(National Foundation for the Indian); actions and projects management at foundations such as SEADE,
SESC and NGOs; marketing research institutes, formulating, elaborating, coordinating and analyzing the
surveys etc. another aspect to be pointed out is that a large number of the alumni also hold another
major. In general they act or intend to act in areas such as journalism, law, history, psychology, biological
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sciences and international relations among others and turned to the social sciences (sometimes
anthropology specifically) in order to obtain specific theoretical and methodological tools to foster their
other areas of performance.

2.7.2.9 Comment on the performance of the Faculty's alumni in professional exams, and exams
from the medical field and similar contexts.

R: Not applicable.

2.7.3.1 Indicate whether there are initiatives concerning distance learning in the Faculty.

R: Most of the seminar, courses and lectures organized by the Department are disseminated by IPTV-USP
and followed on line by the interested audience. The DA has also organized most recently seminars and
research groups meetings using video conferences. However, the precariousness of some equipment,
either IPTV-USP or video conferences, harms new initiatives.

2.7.3.2 Describe primary Undergraduate extra-curricular activities in the Faculty.

R: Among several extracurricular activities, we highlight the following as the main ones: field researches
related to discipline contents offered at undergraduate level; workshops; mini-courses; seminars and
lectures belonging to activities developed by laboratories and research groups and debates at new
magazines launched by the Department.

2.7.3.3 Comment on the impact for the Undergraduate Program from academic agreements,
supervised training programs, and agreements with the public and private sectors, as
maintained by the Faculty.

R: The public and private institutions offer internship opportunities to social sciences students, specifically
the anthropology students. At such areas, students benefit from the need to apply theoretical and
methodological concepts facing practical challenges as well as from the exposure to non academical work
market dynamics, but armed with a theoretical and critical keen sense. The importance of partnerships as
PROCADs (mentioned above), the international exchange and cooperation and the partnership with the
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology (MAE-USP) are remarkable, in the case of DA.

2.7.3.4 Relate the Faculty's main inter-disciplinary projects.

R: The social sciences course is the result of an interdisciplinary project that involves anthropology,
sociology and political sciences area, as mentioned before. Besides the slots opened for students taking
other majors and the offering of a core discipline for the psychology major, there is a significant slot
reservation at the disciplines offered by the DA for students with major at Linguistics (FFLCH) and
pedagogy (Faculty of Education), especially the disciplines related to the teaching of history and afro-
Brazilian culture. (law 10.639/2003). But as it has been mentioned before, the DAs main interdisciplinary
projects relate to its research centers and laboratories, which involve undergraduate and graduate
students as well as post doc interns.

2.7.3.5 Describe the Faculty's monitoring and tutoring programs.
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R: The DA relies on PEEG (Graduation Teaching Encouragement Program) and PAE (Teaching
Improvement Program). In both program, the monitors/tutors : a) take part at meetings with the
responsible professors and share the class organization; b) help selecting didactic material; c) attend
classes and share the preparation of activities with the professors, getting in touch with evaluation and
correction criteria; d) organize make up classes to discuss questions related to content worked in class; e)
check the audiovisual equipment before the beginning of classes; f)help students at certain activities such
as class activities; g) make a second reading and review of student performance on the text production in
ethnographic writing exercises; h) stimulate the participation of students discussing with them the worked
bibliography and additional references; i) assist professors in frequency control; j) reserve rooms for
implementation of lessons and activities; k) assist in the orientation of research projects; l) correct, along
with professors, papers, exercises and exams, m) contribute to the discussions in the classroom.
Regarding the Tutorial Education Program (PET) of the social sciences, although the coordination belongs
for years to the sociology department, the DA's professors have participated in the selection process of
new students, lectures and prepared reports for the research conclusions. There are, still, undergraduate
students who take internships, especially at the program Learning with Culture and Extension, and
develop subtitles for deaf audiences, supporting the cataloging of the collection and monitoring LISA's
other audiovisual activities of this DA lab.

Graduate program

2.8.1.1 Comment on innovations, initiatives and other relevant tendencies of the Faculty's
Graduate Programs in regard to:

a) New Programs, merger or division of old Programs;

R: Not applicable.

b) Professional Master's Program(s);

R: Not applicable.

c) Increase in the number of slots;

R: Entry on the Graduate Program in Social Anthropology (PPGAS) depends on both the availability of
faculty advisors vacancies as candidate's performance on the Selection Process phases. These consist of
qualifying written tests, evaluated by a panel, and the complaint of the research project, also evaluated
by a panel. These are the steps that make the number of entrants specifically oscillate, as it can be seen
in the table below. Summary table of the number of entrants: 2010 - Doctorate: 18 Master: 22 Total: 40
2011 - Doctorate: 11 Master: 14 Total: 25 2012 - Doctorate: 20 Master: 22 Total: 42 2013 - Doctorate:
24 Master: 19 Total: 43 2014 - Doctorate: 13 Master: 17 Total: 30 The vacancies in the Master's and
Doctorate increase has been reflected in a prudent way, so that we can, among other things, support
student's research, participation in events and providing scholarships. In absolute numbers, the PPGAS
had 96 active students in 2011; 105 in 2012; 144 in 2013 and 147 in 2014.

d) Changes and flexibility in the curricular structure;

R: After systematic curriculum reviews, the PPGAS / USP requires the student to attend, in the Master 5
disciplines of 8 credits, being 3 mandatory (Classical Anthropological Theory, Modern Anthropological
Theory and Methodology I) and 2 electives; in Doctoral are required 4 disciplines: 1 obligatory (Project
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Methodology II) and 3 electives. Compulsory disciplines emphasize the theoretical academic training that
covers works considered classic, as well as contemporary authors and debates considered more
expressive. In elective disciplines, different thematic areas seek to tune their lines of research with the
national and international literature. The Master compulsory disciplines can be routed as electives by
doctoral students who did not do the Master Program in accordance with the advisor recommendation.
The Project Methodology discipline emphasizes methodological training and the discussion of theoretical
and methodological projects and guidelines. This discipline is offered with different codes (I and II) for
registration purposes in the USP postgraduate system so that doctoral students who did the Master in the
Program can still attend the discipline. It is authorized to carry out disciplines on other USP postgraduate
programs or at other universities, at a limit of 1/3 of the credits and with the consent of the advisor.

e) Flexibility and incentive(s) for its Graduate Programs to cooperate with other institutions
and the society's productive sectors;

R: The PPGAS cooperative with other USP Programs and other Brazilian universities occurs in different
ways. More lasting relationships are established on the basis of masters and doctoral degrees co-
supervision; agreements and research networks and the collaboration in regular courses. Shorter linkages
are maintained by frequent participation in examination boards, seminars, classes and workshops. In the
last five years, it is worth mentioning the two Programas de Cooperação Acadêmica (Academic
Cooperation Programs) (PROCADs), in which the PPGAS act as general team coordinator: 1. "Paisagens
Ameríndias: Habilidades, Mobilidade e Socialidade nos Rios e Cidades da Amazônia" ("Amerindian
Landscapes: Skills, Mobility and Sociality in Rivers and Amazon cities") in partnership with the
Postgraduate Program in Social Anthropology at the Federal University of Amazonas (UFAM); and "Raça,
Etnicidade, Sexualidade e Gênero em Perspectiva Comparada" ("Race, Ethnicity, Sexuality and Gender in
Comparative Perspective"), in partnership with the Postgraduate Program Studies in Social Sciences from
the Federal University of Pará (UFPA). The Postdoctoral Program, linked to DA, has been expanding in a
significant way (were 7 postdocs in 2010 and 19 in 2014). It is another important mechanism for PPGAS
cooperation with other Programs because it signals the insertion of PPGAS in a wider scientific community,
attracting researchers in final training phase seeking interaction with groups, nuclei and the DA's research
lines. The PPGAS relations with society in general can be seen by the presence of professors in activities
promoted by public institutions (conferences, debates and lectures), as well as extension projects,
consulting and advisory services aimed at the elaboration of public policies. It also highlights the role of
PPGAS students in NGOs (Ação Educativa, Instituto Socioambiental and Instituto de Pesquisa e Formação
Indígena, for example) directly involved in projects dedicated to minority groups and disadvantaged areas
from the point of view of public policy.

f) Readjustment of research projects and lines of research, so as to follow or encourage
advancement in the field;

R: The research lines have been revised and updated in recent years due to new research agendas and
the creation of new centers and research groups. The program currently houses eight research lines,
reflecting the faculty diverse background. They are: Anthropology, Politics and Law; Anthropology and
History; Anthropology of Expressive Forms; Anthropology of Afro-Brazilian and African populations; Urban
Anthropology; Indigenous Ethnology; Social Markers of Difference; Popular Religiosity and Religious
Institution.

g) Renewal, reformulation of courses (objectives, syllabuses, assessment, language,
professors) and use of new teaching methodologies;

R: Due to the increase and diversification of lines and research groups, the program renewed its list of
disciplines to meet new agendas. In the last five years, between 10 and 16 electives were offered in
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addition to the mandatory 5 (Classical theories, Modern, Project Methodology I and II) in order to ensure
a balance between the theoretical and methodological training and deepening in specific areas.
Considering that teachers of PPGAS / USP also teach both compulsory and elective courses in
undergraduate social sciences, Coordination of Postgraduate Studies and the DA's Graduate organize
together the disciplines of supply grid in order to ensure the rotation of teachers and the regular presence
of research areas on both levels. It is also observed post-doctoral students from engaging in teaching
activities of undergraduate and post, assisting the permanent teachers in their courses. In addition to the
courses, it highlights other training experiences already established and successful: 1. Friday of the Month
seminars, organized by students of PPGAS; 2. The university extension courses involving students who
participate in the assembly of programs and classes; 3. Workshops conducted by the laboratories,
especially at the Image and Sound in Anthropology Laboratory, LISA, responsible for the increase of
artistic production (audiovisual) student; 4. The seminars and activities of the centers and groups, which
bring together graduate students and post, several lines and specialties; 5. "Graduation Field" seminar
that acquired national scope, one of the most innovative experiences to encourage research and
successful relationship between undergraduate and graduate; 6. seminars with the help of video
conferencing, bringing graduate students from various institutions.

h) Attention provided to the inclusion of professors who are provisional hires, especially those
who need to extend this phase;

R: Of all the professors, even those that are in trial period are connected to the graduate, offering
disciplines, coordinating seminars and guiding students. They are also engaged in the nuclei, laboratories
and research groups, as well as the various departmental committees and connected to management.
This is a proactive and successful integration policy for new PPGAS faculty members, which has a
desirable affect in the coordination between undergraduate and graduate students, encouraged by CAPES.
It should be noted that the four professors who entered the Department of Anthropology in the period (3
in 2013 and 1 in 2014), brought with them experience in teaching and advising, speeding up their
integration into PPGAS. Everyone has ministered graduate disciplines and has been accredited to advice
Master. There are no cases of professors who had to extend its trial period.

i) Others.

R: Currently the Program has 14 nuclei, groups and laboratories articulated with active researches, all of
them registered in the CNPq Research Groups Directory, namely: 1. CORE - Center for the Study of Black
Contemporary Religiosities and Culture (Anthropology of African populations and African-Brazilian and
popular religiosity and religious institutions). 2. Coletivo ASA - (Arts, Knowledge and Anthropology
(Anthropology of Expressive Forms) www.coletivoasa.dreamhosters.com 3. CEstA - Amerindian Studies
Center (Indigenous Ethnology) http://www.usp.br/cesta 4. Ethno-history (Anthropology and History) 5.
GEAC - C (Anthropology of the City Study Group (Urban Anthropology) http://geacusp7.wix.com/geac 6.
GRAVI - Visual Anthropology Group (Anthropology of Expressive Forms)
http://www.lisa.fflch.usp.br/projetos/gravi.shtml 7. Hybris - Group for the Study and Research of Power
Relations, Conflicts, and Socialites (Anthropology of Politics and Law). 8. NADIR - Center for the
Anthropology of Law (Anthropology of Politics and Law)
http://dgp.cnpq.br/dgp/espelhogrupo/5911329942852747 9. NAPEDRA - Anthropology of Performance
and Drama (Anthropology of Expressive Forms) http://usp.br/napedra 10. LAB-NAU - Urban Anthropology
Laboratory (Urban Anthropology) http://nau.fflch.usp.br 11. LISA - Image and Sound Anthropology Lab,
which houses three research groups: GRAVI, Napedra and PAM (Anthropology of Expressive Forms)
http://www.lisa.usp.br 12. NUMAS - Study Group on Social Markers of Difference (social markers of
difference) http://numas-usp.blogspot.com.br 13. PAM - Research in the Anthropology of Music
(Anthropology of Expressive Forms) http://www.lisa.usp.br/projetos/pam.shtml. 14. Religions, secularism
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and the public sphere in contemporary Brazil (religious and popular religious institution).

2.8.1.2 What is the percentage of the Faculty's professors linked to Graduate Programs?

R: 100% of DA active professors are part of the permanent PPGAS faculty: offering disciplines, guiding
students and participating in commissions linked to graduate. Among retirees, 29% systematically
collaborate with the Program. It should be noted that the PPGAS/USP currently has 21 permanent
professors and 5 collaborating professors. All permanent professors are hired on Integral Dedication for
Teaching and Research (RDIDP), which has been very positive in the CAPES evaluation. Despite having
gone through recent renovation, the faculty is predominantly senior: 17 (73.9%) have over 10 years of
doctorate; 4 have between 5 and 10 years, with only 2 young doctors.

2.8.1.3 How are the Faculty's Graduate Programs assessed?

R: In addition to the assessments conducted annually by CAPES, the Graduate Program in Social
Anthropology conducts periodic assessments of profile, functioning and its policies in deliberative forums:
Program Commission Coordinator (CCP) and Management Committee (CG - PROEX). The compulsory
disciplines are regularly reviewed in order to adjust the content deemed essential to student's formation.
The electives disciplines undergo evaluations carried out within the groups and research centers in which
are also taken into account the students evaluations made in the classroom.

2.8.1.4 Analyze the performance of the Faculty's Graduate Programs considering the last two
assessments performed by CAPES.

R: The PPGAS joined the PROEX / CAPES in 2011, because of the 2010 triennial review outcome. Since
then, the Program has been carrying out an incisive policy for the maintenance and improvement of their
status as a center of excellence, guided by the goals set out in Capes Documents of the Anthropology
Area. In the last two assessments, the Capes Committee of Anthropology and Archaeology highlighted: 1.
The intense and successful faculty renewal process, as well as the adequacy and dedication of permanent
professors to research, teaching and extension; 2. The PPGAS faculty profile considered titling,
production, diversity of experience and compatibility with the general purpose of the program, especially
the fact that they are, without exception, RDIDP doctors and 70% are CNPq productivity scholarship
professors; 3. The PPGAS strong national impact, as "one of the main training centers of the discipline in
the country", according to the evaluation forms. 4. The structure and renovation of the research lines,
cores and general activities; 5. The Program successful internationalization policy, done through
partnerships, research collaborations, events and professors and students mobility; 6. The support offered
to professors and students translation and publication, which had as repercussions the increased number
of publications in important journals in the field and in book published by quality publishers in Brazil and
abroad; 7. The excellent integration between graduate and undergraduate, because of professor's
contribution to teaching and research, at both levels; 8. The good distribution of supervised and advisor:
between 3 and 8; 9. The quality of thesis and dissertations, attested, among others, by systematic
awards; 10. The program's visibility through its website, which is in processes of improvement, and has
been translated into English. A major difficulty faced by the Program, indicated in the period reports,
refers to the average titling time and thesis and dissertations defense flow, difficulty that is being faced by
controlling the extension requests for deposits of dissertations and thesis. It is worth remembering that
bureaucratic procedures in FFLCH-USP to set examination banks, room bookings and defense dates may
extend up to three months between the deposit of the work and the defense, which negatively interferes
in fulfilling this goal.

2.8.1.5 Note national and international awards and other indicators of quality received by the
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Faculty's Graduate Programs in the last 5 years.

R: The Program's quality can be recognized by its Capes evaluation and its Proex entry in 2011. The
absence of evasion is another significant index of the success and quality of PPGAS. Edited journals such
as the Journal of Anthropology (the oldest anthropology publication in circulation, A2 Qualis), and the
Cadernos de Campo journal (established in 1991, edited by the graduate students as B5 Qualis) are other
quality signals. There is also the significant audiovisual production (students and professors) of the Image
and Sound in Anthropology Laboratory (LISA). In 2013 and 2014 two LISA films were awarded: Vende-se
pequi (Pequi For sale), honorable mention at the 15th FestCurtasBH, Belo Horizonte, 2013; and Iburi
Trompete dos Ticuna got 2nd place in category Documentaries in the University section at the
International Film Festival of Curitiba's Biennial (FICBIC), 2014. PPGAS professors and students were
awarded several times, namely: 2010, Honorable Scientific Award from the National Presidency - Prof.
Dra. Lilia Schwarcz; 2011, Capes Honorable Mention Award - doctoral thesis, Entanglements of the
Tarrafa network: an ethnography of a partnership between a Catholic international NGO and grassroots
organizations in Brazil, Anna Catherine Morawska Vianna - Advisor: Prof. Dr. Júlio Assis Simões; USP
2011. Prêmio Destaque Award (Honorable Mention) - doctoral thesis, Karawara: hunting and the worl of
Awá - Guajá by Felipe Garcia - Advisor: Prof. Dr. Marcio Silva; 2012, Prêmio Destaque Award USP -
doctoral thesis, Black Corporate Executives: racism and diversity in the entrepreneurial world A socio-
anthropological approach, by Pedro Jaime Junior Rabbit - Advisor: Prof. Dr. Kabenguele Munanga; 2012,
Honorable Mention Prêmio Pierre Verger Award / Brazilian Anthropology Association - ethnographic video
Teko Rexai, health Guarani Mbya by Nadja Marin and Adriana Calabi (students); 2012, Jabuti Award,
Category Humanities, 3rd place (Oniska - Poetics of Shamanism in Amazon, Pedro Cesarino), Brazilian
Book Chamber; 2013, Jabuti Award, Category Humanities, 2nd Place (The relationship among the ancient
Tupi of the brazilian coast, between prophetic movements and the political domain., Renato Sztutman),
Brazilian Book Chamber; 2013, Doctoral thesis by Ewelter de Siqueira e Rocha, advised by professor Rose
Satiko Gitirana Hikiji, was awarded first place in the Silvio Romero competition, 2013; Milena Estorniolo, "
Laboratories in the forest: the Baniwa, the fish and the pisciculture in the Upper Rio Negro", Master's
thesis awarded by the Prêmio ABA/GIZ Award in the contest "Indigenous Peoples in the Brazilian
Amazon", advised by Profa. Dra. Marta Rosa Amoroso; 2014, Academia Brasileira de Letras Award, "Battle
of Avai" by Lilia Schwarcz; 2014, Capes Award for Best PhD Thesis in Humanities, Physical disability and
the bodys bio-cybernetics reconstruction paradigm, by Joon Ho Kim, advisor Professor Sylvia Caiuby
Novaes.

2.8.1.6 Comment on the national and international impact of scientific and technological
knowledge generated by theses and dissertations.

R: The national and international impact of our dissertations and thesis can be measured mainly by the
Program student's significant production - books and articles in national and international journals,
audiovisual production, in addition to participation in Congress - in frank expansion in the last five years
and achieving maximum note in CAPES evaluations. In the triennium 2010-2011-2012, were published
five books and over 120 articles in journals in Brazil and abroad. Of a total of 96 active students in 2011,
about 70% showed bibliographic production. Throughout the year, the student body has produced 48
articles in journals, 5 of them in publications classified in levels A1 (2) and B1 (4) Qualis in the area; 2
books (full text, master's dissertations publications defended on the Program); 13 book chapters and 85
articles published in conference annals. Compared to 2010, the number of published articles doubled in
2011 (from 23 to 48). In 2012, of a total of 105 active students, about 70% showed bibliographic
production in the year, including 56 journal articles, three of which in publications classified as A1, A2 and
B1 Qualis; 3 books (full text, master's dissertations publications defended on the Program); 6 book
chapters, and 68 papers in conference annals. In 2013, of the 144 active students was produced 20
journal articles, 15 of them (75%) in publications classified A1 (2); B1 (1); B2 (2) and B3 (10) Qualis. In
addition, they published 15 book chapters, 105 other publications (annals, reviews, articles in newspapers
and magazines), 12 artistic productions, 50 work performances, 9 events organization and 9 short
courses. In 2014 (with 147 students), the data indicated 33 journal articles, 26 (79%) in publications
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classified A and B Qualis: A2 (4), B1 (4), B2 (3), B4 (1), B5 (5), 5 of them in non-indexed international
journals and 2 in non-indexed national journals. In addition, there were 4 new books published, 1 book
chapter, 70 full texts in annals, 9 articles in newspapers and magazines, 3 translations, 5 artistic
productions, 160 work performances in national and international conferences, 24 events organizations
and 3 short courses. It is worth mentioning also the active participation of the student body in the
production of the Cadernos journal, the electronic publication Ponto Urbe and the Revista de Antropologia
journal, vehicles through which the student production runs. There is also the production of videos and
films by LISA, many complementary and/or results of thesis and dissertations.

2.8.1.7 Comment on the impact of the involvement of the Faculty's students and professors
within the Graduate Program in scholarly exchanges.

R: National and international mobility for professors and students is part of PPGAS priorities and has been
enhanced thanks to: 1. support given to doctoral students to participate in national and international
events; 2. exchange of national and international cooperation agreements, partnerships in research and
teaching missions in Brazil and abroad; 3. professors' participation in events in Brazil and abroad and
support to national and international PPGAS events; 4. For research grants, internships and Sandwich
Program scholarships (partial completion of a graduate program at another university), which have grown
substantially in recent years (in 2014, 15 PPGAS scholarships abroad for studentss). This mobility was
highly evaluated by the Capes committee of Anthropology and Archaeology. In the triennium 2010-2011-
2012, under the PROCAD USP-UFAM, were held: 8 USP teaching and research assignments in Amazonas
and 8 USP students study missions in the Amazon. Under the PROCAD USP-UFAM, during this three-year
period, there were: 9 USP teaching and research assignments in Pará; 8 USP students study missions in
Pará. In addition, in terms of international mobility, in three years, the highlights were three post-doctoral
internships abroad, 19 teaching and research assignments and the various holdings in international
seminars. In 2013, deserves attention the presence of PPGAS professors as collaborators in other
Brazilian universities (UFAM, UFSE, UFMG, CPDOC/FGV-RJ, UNIFAP Postgraduate Program of Biodiversity);
as dissertations and thesis co-advisors (UFAM, National Museum / UFRJ and PPGS-USP) and integrating
research networks (Support Program for Centers of Excellence - PRONEX-FAPEAM / CNPq, "Amazonian
Cities: spatial dynamics, local urban network and regional"), as well as participation in completion of work
banks (dissertations and thesis) in several Brazilian universities - UnB, Unicamp, UFSCAR, National
Museum / RJ, UERJ, UFRGS, UFSC, UFAM, UFRN, UFPA and UFPB. In 2013, the PPGAS / USP kept six
active international cooperation agreements, as well as four international partnerships in research and
scientific exchange that fueled the teaching mobility. In 2013, the PPGAS / USP kept six active
international cooperation agreements of, as well as four international research partnerships. Yet in 2013,
the highlights were two post-doctoral trainee professor placements abroad and the performance of five
faculty members as visiting professors in foreign institutions in Europe and the United States. In the same
year, 12 students benefited from scholarships abroad program.
In 2014, the PPGAS / USP expanded its international cooperation agreements (7), and maintained eight
international partnerships. 7 professors were visiting professors / researchers in foreign institutions and
15 students benefited from scholarships abroad (there were six in 2012).

2.8.2.1 Describe the policy governing how scholarships are distributed from the Faculty's
Programa de Aperfeiçoamento de Ensino (PAE) [Teaching Training Program].

R: The PPGAS encourages the practice of supervised training given its importance to students training and
to strengthen of the integration with graduation. By the way, the great demand from students is a sign of
the success of such a policy. During the years 2010 - 2014, 116 students enrolled in the pedagogical
training and 132 in supervised training, which gives an average of 23 and 26 students, respectively,
enrolled annually. Teaching internships are done by most masters and doctoral students and not just
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Capes scholarship, for which it is required.

2.8.2.2 What is the relationship between demand for and availability of scholarships from the
Faculty's Teaching Improvement Program?

R: The PAE demand was attended in the period between 2010 and 2014.

2.8.2.3 Report dropout rates of the Faculty's Graduate students in the last 5 years. Are there
policies to avoid dropout in these Programs? Comment.

R: There was only one PPGAS drop out in the period, which means that the program does not suffer from
evasion problems .

2.8.2.4 List the support services provided by the Faculty to Graduate students (not considering
those provided by the Central Administration).

R: Between 2010 and 2014, the PPGAS established a support policy for the student body, comprising of
several fronts: supporting research and publication, participation in events and improving infrastructure.
The support consisted of: 1. Expansion in the offer of scholarships (75% of Proex funds), giving priority to
the full dedication to research, so that most of the program's students in 2014 included grants from
various funding agencies (Capes, CNPq and FAPESP, mostly); 2. The establishiment od public noticeto
request aid for Masters and PhD students research in the country (2 per year), for students with Capes
scholarship or students without scholarships. The goal was to provide a basic support for those who were
conducting field work and research in general. All applications were evaluated and selected by the
Management Committee of PPGAS / USP, depending on the funds available, considered the limit of one
(1) request per student every 12 months; 3. Support for translation of articles from students, submitted
to international journals or books published abroad. All applications were evaluated by the Management
Committee of PPGAS / USP, twice a year, in March and September, depending on the funds available and
considering the limit of one application per student every 12 months. The ceiling established for the
support of R$ 3,000.00. Requests for supporting the translation of books to be published abroad were
evaluated in the same period (March and September of each year) considering the limit of one application
per student every 24 months and the ceiling of $ 5,000.00; 4. Support for the issue of Cadernos de
Campo jornal: http://revistas.usp.br/cadernosdecampo; 5. Supporting "Fridays of the month", a monthly
event organized by students (daily pass costing and airways for visiting professors, according to the law);
6. Help the participation of students in scientific events (according to Ordinance 34, of the Regulation of
Academic Excellence Program - PROEX / CAPES): A) Participation in national scientific meetings, for
Masters and PhD students, with the work presentation of the lead author; B) Participation in international
scientific events, only for PhD students, already qualified, with paper presentation where he/she is the
lead author; 7. Support for improving infrastructure, increasing investments in renovations and
equipment for the Pro-Student room (room 26) and research laboratories (new furniture, computers and
biometric lock). The LAB-NAU is installed in its own space, equipped with appropriate furniture and
computers connected to the internet. Also, a work room for post-doctoral students and a new research
area with equipment for videoconferencing is available (room 26).

2.8.2.5 What is the profile of Graduate Alumni expected by the Faculty?

R: 2014 numbers express a trend that has remained unchanged in recent years. Out of the 182 graduates
of the program, 149 (81.8%) act as professors in federal public universities, state and private universities
and colleges across the country. Of this set, 21 (14.8%) work in government agencies and NGOs, while 6
(3.29%) are in foreign institutions. Given the profile of the area, the teaching and research career is, in
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fact, the expected destiny from graduates.

2.8.2.6 Are the subjects and teaching and learning processes implemented in the Graduate
courses within the Faculty consistent with this profile? Comment.

R: Disciplines and teaching processes are compatible with this profile, they emphasize the training of
researchers and professors, through theoretical and theoretical-methodological disciplines.

2.8.2.7 Does the Faculty have any formal relationship with Graduate alumni? Is there any
system within the Faculty to track these alumni?

R: The monitoring of graduates activities takes place effectively, thanks to the rationalization efforts of
the Program secretariat's activities, a collaboration between the head of the Department of Anthropology
and the Graduate Program in Social Anthropology. It is expected that the development of intranet also
contributes to improving that communication with the graduates. In 2014, it conducted a comprehensive
mapping of all PPGAS graduates, since its inception. The ratio of their respective lattes curriculum is
available in PPGAS site.

2.8.2.8 Comment on the fields and areas of professional practice of the Faculty's Graduate
alumni (both in the academic and non-academic fields).

R: The graduates, as noted above, focused mainly working in the academic, mainly in state and federal
public universities, as well as private universities and colleges across the country, and to a lesser extent,
in foreign universities. Outside the academic world, are registered graduates working in FUNAI,
Indigenous Work Center (CTI), SESC, SESI, Socio-Environmental Institute (ISA), museums (Goeldi
Museum - PA and SP Football Museum, for example), the Foundation Carlos Chagas, Educational Action,
Ministry of Science and Technology, Brazilian Forum on Public Security, in publishing (COSAC Naify, for
example), in NGOs and institutes (such as Cachuera!), among others.

2.8.2.9 Mention outstanding performances of the Faculty's Graduate alumni.

R: "Historically, it has been one of the main training centers of the discipline in the country, with
significant national impact," indicates the triennial assessment of the PPGAS prepared by Capes (2010-
2012), which means state that the Program academic trained a substantive part of the professionals
working in major teaching and research institutions in the country: Unicamp, UFRJ, UFF, UFMG, UNB,
UFRGS, UFSC, UFPR, UFAM, UFMT, UFPE, UFPA, UFBA, UFPB, UNIFESP, UNESP, PUC / SP, UFSCar, UFC,
among others.

2.8.3.1 Is qualification to work in the Graduate Program taken into account when hiring new
faculty members? Comment.

R: The new faculty hiring policy aims both at undergraduate and graduate, based on the inseparability of
these fields, as well as close collaboration between teaching, research and extension; policy that is in the
central success of the Program and its status as a center of excellence. Were it not for the fact that 100%
of DA's professors also be PPGAS professors in RDIDP, which are the main activities that have ensured a
note 6 to the PPGAS in CAPES were not being developed with the same success.

2.8.3.2 Indicate initiatives intended to strengthen the internationalization of the Faculty's
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Graduate Programs.

R: Several initiatives have taken place in order to expand and strengthen the program
internationalization, including: 1. Encouraging the completion of professor training abroad (postdocs); 2.
Stimulating the realization of courses and teaching and research assignments abroad; 3. Encouraging the
establishment of co-tutelages and co-supervision with foreign universities; 4. Support for participation
(faculty and students) in international events and seminars of relevance to the area (1 support every 12
months); 5. Support the translation of articles and books published abroad (1 support for professor every
12 months); 6. Support for the coming of foreign universities professors for teaching stays and / or
research (in 2014, we noted the presence of 27 professionals from foreign institutions in the Program); 7.
Encouraging students' internships abroad.

2.8.3.3 Indicate the Faculty's projects and Programs collaborating with each other and/or with
other Faculties within USP and also with other public and private institutions.

R: In addition to the PROCADs already mentioned (with UFAM and UFPA) and the Research Network
recognized for the Support for Centers of Excellence Program - PRONEX / FAPEAM / CNPq - project
Cidades amazônicas: dinâmicas espaciais, rede urbana local e regional, in partnership with LAB-NAU and
NEFACB / UFAM also already mentioned, the following partnerships are: 1. with the MAE (Museum of
Ethnology and Archaeology) and the IEB (Institute of Brazilian Studies) within the Amerindian Studies
Centre (CEstA); 2. Between the NADIR (Center for the Anthropology of Law), the USP Faculty of Law of
USP and NEV (Violence Studies Center) under the Research Support Nuclei (NAP), "Projeto Interunidades
em Violência, Democracia e Direitos" (Inter Project in Violence, Rights and Democracy); 3. GEAC
partnership with the FAU / USP, with the Department of Sociology and the Architectural Institute of São
Carlos, in the Nucleus Research Support São Paulo: city, space, memory; 4. NUMAS with PAGU / Unicamp
and the Social Medicine Program of UERJ; 5. LAB-NAU with UFAM and UFPA; 6. Coletivo ASA with
Symbolic Anthropology Laboratory of Unicamp; 7. Research Line "religious institution and popular
religiosity" with CEBRAP; 8. Hybris with the Anthropology Department of UFSCar; 9. Napedra with the
Unicamp Institute of Arts; 10. PAM with the Unicamp Institute of Arts, with the USP Ribeirão Preto
Department of Music, with IEB / USP, with the USP - ECA Department of Music; 11. GRAVI with CPC /
USP.

2.8.3.4 Are the Faculty's Graduate Programs prepared to receive international students? What
are the initiatives and difficulties faced?

R: The Program reception of foreign students takes place, in general, through the PEC-PG grants from
Capes and co tutelages. Despite the interest in increasing the number of foreign students, the program
faces difficulties of a larger order, relating to the rules and procedures of FFLCH and the University in
general; difficulties, moreover, that reach various programs. The table below is significant in relation to
the difficulty in receiving foreign students, because: 1. normative and technical barriers relating to
information systems and on the deadline for registration for admission in different PPGs, as well as the
achievement of selection processes; 2. The precariousness / insufficient information disclosure systems
for the Graduate, especially the Programs websites; 3. Lack of a clear and explicit policy for the reception
of foreign students at the University. Foreign Student participation in Graduate Programs in 2014 FFLCH
Masters and Doctorate Total of students 1175 1455 2630 Foreign Students (NA) 35 61 96 Foreign (%)
2.9% 4.1% 3.6%

2.8.3.5 Does the Faculty promote actions to encourage students to participate in supervised
training programs in Brazil and abroad?
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R: Encouraging students to carry out internships abroad is visible in the increasing number of students
who left the country with scholarships and other Sandwich Program (partial completion of a graduate
program at another university): in 2012, 6 left and in 2014, 15.

2.8.3.6 Is there an incentive policy encouraging entrepreneurship in the Faculty's Programs?
Comment.

R: No

Research

2.9.1.1 Outline the profile of the Faculty's research activities, describing the main fields,
groups and lines of research.

R: Lines: Given the strong link between the research activities of the Department and those of the PPGAS
("Programa de Pós-Graduação em Antropologia Social" - Graduate Program in Social Anthropology), much
of the contents of this block has already been recorded in previous blocks. Likewise, because of the
articulation of research and extension activities, some projects are common to this and the following
block. The Program houses 8 lines of active research, reflecting the varied and interdisciplinary training of
the faculty, as well as the frequent support they receive from funding agencies such as CNPq, FAPESP,
USP-Cofecub and CAPES, among others. 1) Anthropology of Politics and Law: 5 projects; 2) Anthropology
of Expressive Forms: 11 projects, two of them thematic - FAPESP; 3) Anthropology of Afro-Brazilian and
African populations: 3 projects; 4) Anthropology and History; 4 projects 5) Urban Anthropology: 4
projects 6) Indigenous Ethnology: 12 projects 7) Social markers of difference: 4 projects 8) Popular
Religiosity and Religious Institution: 4 projects. Centers ("Núcleos") and Research groups: All permanent
professors and their supervised candidates are members of groups and research centers, as are post-
doctoral fellows. Even with different formats, these groups and nuclei exhibit similar characteristics: they
bring together professors and students at different levels of training; they maintain regular activities of
study and discussion that reinforce both the training of students and the supervising of their research;
they encourage collaboration between different projects, giving them greater breadth and scope. The
nuclei and groups often meet with each other and with centers of other institutions, both of the
anthropology area and of related areas, promoting inter-institutional exchanges and interdisciplinary
debates. Currently, the program has 14 nuclei, groups and laboratories linked to the 8 lines of research,
all registered at the CNPq directory of research groups and already listed in the previous block.

2.9.1.2 Highlight from three to five research activities that best represent your Faculty.
Comment on the relative impact of three to five main research products (e.g. manuscripts,
patents, and public policies) from the Faculty in the period.

R: 1) In 2013, the PPGAS / USP proceeded with two Academic Cooperation Programs (PROCADs) in which
it served as the general coordinating team; this resulted in two published books, as mentioned in the
previous blocks; 2) In 2014 a Research Network was established, in accordance with the Support Program
for Centers of Excellence - PRONEX / FAPEAM / CNPq: Project "Amazonian Cities: spatial dynamics, local
and regional urban network", a partnership between LAB-NAU / José G. Magnani and NEFACB / UFAM,
José Aldemir de Oliveira (one of the outgrowths of PROCAD - USP / UFAM, ended in 2013), which resulted
in several fieldworks that supported undergraduate researches, dissertations and theses; 3) Since 2009,
NADIR - Law Anthropology Center - promotes, every two years in August, the ENADIR - Law Anthropology
National Meeting, whose 4th edition will take place in 2015. These are events sponsored by CAPES (PEAP
- Events Support Program) and by organs at USP and partner institutions. The events bring 150-250
Brazilian and foreign researchers together, consolidated and training, both in Working Groups and in
conferences and round tables. From its three editions there resulted two published dossiers, one in
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"Revista de Antropologia" (53), 2; and another in the journal "Cadernos de Campo", n.22, both important
journals in the area. 4) How thematic projects from the Department's centers and research groups stand
out:
a) CEstA - "Centro de Estudos Ameríndios" (Amerindian Study Center - Indigenous Ethnology)
http://www.usp.br/cesta: Thematic Project "Amerindian networks: generation and transformation of
relations in the Southern Lowlands (USP / UFSCar / UFAM);
b) GRAVI - "Grupo de Antropologia Visual" (Visual Anthropology Group - Anthropology of Expressive
Forms) http://www.lisa.fflch.usp.br/projetos/gravi.shtml: Thematic Project "The Film Experience in
Anthropology" (USP / Unifesp / Unesp-Araraquara);
c) NAPEDRA - Anthropology, Performance and Drama Center (Anthropology of Expressive Forms)
http://usp.br/napedra: Thematic Project "Anthropology of performance: Drama, Aesthetics and Ritual"
(USP / Unicamp / Unesp-SP / Unesp-Araraquara)
All of them resulted in several publications of articles, collections, files and the organization of national
and international symposia with their proceedings.

2.9.1.3 Describe the development of scientific and technological production in the Faculty in
the last 5 years (papers, books, patents, curatorship, and expositions, etc.)

R: The scientific and artistic production of the DA is very rich, in addition to the dissertations and theses
students defended in PPGAS and already mentioned in the previous block, many of which originated in
undergraduate work. In the triennium 2010-2011-2012, the writings of the permanent faculty resulted in:
68 articles published in journals, 25 of them in the strata A1 and A2 of the area; 73 book chapters; 7
complete books and 15 collections. There was also a significant artistic and cultural production totaling 25
works in the triennium (video, film and ethnographic-scientific photography). In 2013, the bibliographic
production resulted in 29 articles in journals (14 in the strata A1 and A2 of the area); 10 in the strata B1,
B2 and B3; 4 in non-indexed international journals and one in a non-indexed national journal; 6 articles
for newspapers and magazines; 23 book chapters; 8 whole books, 3 of them didactic books, and 7
organized collections, as well as 20 other productions (prefaces, introductions, reviews, entries and
annals). There were also the translations of 4 books and 5 scientific articles. There was also a significant
artistic and cultural production: 8 films, 13 photo essays and two exhibitions. In 2014, there were 22
articles in journals (13 in strata A1 and A2 and 7 in strata B1, B2, B3 and B4); 28 book chapters, 5 of
them in books published abroad; 4 organized books (2 of them published abroad); 1 complete book still
unpublished and 1 reissue, as well as five volumes of teaching / educational nature. There were also 27
other productions (prefaces, entries for international encyclopedias, interviews published in journals strata
A and B; reviews; full text in proceedings, and articles for newspapers and general circulation magazines).
Other highlights are 6 articles already accepted for publication in journals A and B, and 5 chapters in
books published outside Brazil, 3 chapters in national books, two books and two whole collections, all in
press. The artistic and cultural production in the year amounted to 2 exhibitions, 3 videos, 5 films and 7
photo collections. All professors of the permanent staff conducted technical services of various kinds:
advisors (domestic and international); editorial boards and scientific committees; participation in
academic events (140 in 2014 alone). The production of the student body was no less significant and
already detailed in the previous item.

2.9.1.4 What are the indicators used by the Faculty to assess the relevance of scientific and
technological production (number of citations received in ISI, SCImago, Scopus, impact of
periodicals and others, deposited and licensed patents)? Describe the development of the main
indicators in this period.

R: The indicators used by the DA are the ones relevant to the professors' Curriculum Lattes (Scielo, ISIS),
but considering the specifics of the area, quite different from those that guide the broader policies
monitoring other areas, especially technological ones; a lot of importance is attributed to qualitative
criteria, not covered by the mentioned indicators. For the Department, as teaching, research and
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extension are inseparable, we use, as an indicator of the relevance of scientific production, the
simultaneous participation of professors and students in all three pillars of academic life, in projects that
connect them and which originate all the products already mentioned.

2.9.1.5 Describe the development of scientific papers published in the period by the Faculty
with the collaboration of International Universities. What is the percentage of these papers in
relation to the total number published by the Faculty?

R: In 2010, as far as international integration is concerned, DA professors kept agreements and exchange
activities with eight different countries. That year, 80% of faculty developed international integration
activities, including 5 teaching and research missions, 15 qualified participations in internationally relevant
seminars for the area and 3 publications abroad (see list in item Institutional Interchange:
Internationalization), as well as participations in international editorial boards and international research
networks. This average number of agreements was sustained during five years, so that in 2013-2014
there were 6 active agreements of international cooperation, including 3 with Spain: Autonomous
University of Barcelona, Carlos III University and Catholic University of Valencia, all coordinated by Prof.
Marcio Ferreira da Silva (President of the International Cooperation Committee of FFLCH- USP in 2013); 2
with Canada: one with the University of Montréal, under the coordination of Prof. Beatriz Perrone-Moisés,
the other with the University of Victoria, coordinated by Prof. Sylvia Caiuby Novaes; 2 with the USA: one
with the University of California-Davis, coordinated by Prof.. Sylvia Caiuby Novaes, the other with
Princeton University, coordinated by Prof. Lilia Katri Moritz Schwarcz (Global professor at the University of
Princeton and member of Advisory Group at Harvard University) - Project "Falando do entre-lugar: para
uma comparação do debate racial no Brasil e no Caribe" (Speaking of in-between: a comparison of the
racial debate in Brazil and the Caribbean) and one with France USP-Cofecub) Paris 1, coordinated by Prof.
Ana Lucia Pastore Schritzmeyer. All these DA's internationalization activities resulted in various
publications already listed.

2.9.1.6 What is the Faculty's scientific policy?

R: As already pointed out in previous blocks, the scientific policy of the department is structured by the
indivisibility of teaching (undergraduate in social sciences and PPGAS), research and extension,
interdisciplinarity, and internationalization. The DA, in the last five years, deepened the integration
between teaching, research and extension, both by the faculty and by the students, combining
undergraduate and graduate students, through programs and partnerships, promoting numerous
academic events, inside and outside USP; incorporating students in the 14 research groups, encouraging
the participation in extension activities and in extra-academic professional activity sectors (NGOs, public
bodies etc.).

2.9.2.1 Comment on the Faculty's participation in research networks and academic projects
(CEPIDs, INCTs, Thematic Research Groups, Pronex, and CNPq's Integrated Projects, PADCT's
Projects, FINEP, etc.) and the Faculty's interaction with public and private sectors.

R: Same as item 2.9.1.2.

2.9.2.2 Provide information on the Centers linked to the Faculty. What is their contribution to
the Faculty's academic development?

R: We take the opportunity to detail some aspects of the two laboratories and of the Research Center
linked to the Department
1) LISA ("Laboratório de Imagem e Som em Antropologia" (Image and Sound Laboratory in
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Anthropology): active since 1991 as a research and training center in the field of Visual Anthropology and
Ethnomusicology, it allows professors, students and researchers to produce and use an important
collection of images and sounds. One of LISA's proposals is also to promote meetings between faculty and
researchers working in different areas of Anthropology. LISA houses around 1,500 videos, 8,000 images
(photos, slides and glass plates), cassettes, records, CDs, as well as reference documents such as books,
theses and catalogs for loans for educational and research purposes. In 2012, there was the launch of
LISA's virtual channel on the Internet, providing the video production of the Laboratory on the website
http://vimeo.com/lisausp.
2) CEstA "Centro de Estudos Ameríndios" (Amerindian Studies Center): this is a Nucleus for Research
Support, NAP ("Núcleo de Apoio à Pesquisa), linked to the Dean of Research at the University of Sao
Paulo. It was created in 2011 to produce, deepen, systematize and disseminate knowledge about
indigenous peoples of the Americas. Its team is interdisciplinary. CEstA promotes debates on public
policies for indigenous peoples and its mission is the disclosure of this reflection in the academic
environment. Since its creation, it included the Center for Indigenous History and Indigenism (NHII),
which currently has a specialized documentary collection about Indigenous History acquired both through
specific actions towards this, and with the progress of the various research carried out by its researchers.
CEstA has a collection of 1,181 books, 352 digitized theses, 289 physical theses and 777 publications on
indigenous education. 3) LabNAU - Laboratory of the Nucleus of Urban Anthropology: it is a group of
research and theoretical and methodological discussions about the dynamics of the city, created more
than 20 years ago. In addition to the studies dedicated to São Paulo, there are works that have been or
are being developed in other Brazilian cities and urban centers. The Center conducts regular meetings,
promotes seminars and exchanges with other universities and research centers and disseminates them
through its six-monthly online publication, PontoUrbe. In late 2011, the Nucleus was restructured as
Laboratory of the Nucleus of Urban Anthropology, attached to FFLCH-USP.

2.9.2.3 What is the Faculty's fundraising policy? What are the indicators to measure success?

R: The DA's fundraising policy articulates several fronts composed of projects aimed at the undergraduate
and postgraduate courses, teaching, research, extension and internationalization. In the last five years,
the DA went through a renewal process: absorbing new professors; revamping and expanding its research
lines, its curriculum and its strategic and institutional planning; this allowed it to expand and streamline
its training and research activities. These advances have been recognized and addressed by the
committees of the CAPES evaluation, which attributed the score 6 to PPGAS for the second consecutive
three-year period, thus enabling its entry to PROEX in 2011. Therefore, projects from professors, both
individual and collective, as well as the PPGAS's policy in line with the DA's goals, are the pillars that
support fundraising.

2.9.2.4 What is the Faculty's policy regarding support of core activities (publishing books or
chapters, papers, patents, other research publications and the creation of public policies)?

R: We reiterate that, in relation to the stimulus for institutional publications, the program keeps the
Journal of Anthropology, one of the oldest Brazilian academic publications, in circulation since 1953;
"Cadernos de Campo", a postgraduate students' journal, created in 1991, which became part, in 2013, of
the portal "Revistas da USP" (http://revistas.usp.br/cadernosdecampo) and Ponto Urbe, online publication
of the Laboratory of the Nucleus of Urban Anthropology, in its 11th edition
(http://www.fflch.usp.br/da/ppgas/ponto-urbe/). In 2014, the program proceeded with its Anthropology
Series / PPGAS-USP, designed to publish the production of its researchers and professors, which has
already nine (9) published books and two (2) in press. Morevoer, we have increased the resources
allocated to publications of professors and students in qualified vehicles abroad. Support was also given to
fieldwork research and participation in scientific events, with the aim of increasing the interchange of
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professors and students with the national and international scientific community.

2.9.2.5 Provide information on the number and describe the development of post-doctoral and
young researchers supported by funding agencies in the period? Comment on the development
in regard to the previous period.

R: The DA's Postdoctoral Program was structured in 2006 and, since then, it has grown not only
numerically but also in diversity of research lines. In 2010, it had seven participants. In 2011 it had 10; in
2012, 13 and in 2014, it reached 19 participants. Currently, the Department has 29 post-doctoral fellows,
20 with scholarships and 9 without. Most of them are scheduled for a post-doctoral internship of at least
one year.

2.9.2.6 Analyze the Faculty's post-doctoral activities, or the perspective on implementing it, as
well as the impact of post-doctoral scientific publications.

R: The Postdoctoral Program of the Department of Anthropology has as its main proposal the objective of
placing the post-doctoral student in close contact with professors of both undergraduates and
postgraduates. Therefore, the Department is interested in having post-doctoral students as members of
one of the existing research groups, in order for them to contribute to the deepening of academic
discussion. The program provides for the participation of two categories of post-docs: recently graduated
PhDs and visiting researchers. Some activities are considered essential to their relationship with the
Department and have been practiced in the last five years: 1. presentation of seminar(s) connected to
their projects; 2. Support to their supervisors in elective disciplines offered to undergraduates or
postgraduates; 3. Participation in events organized by the Department. While participating in the
program, the postdoctoral students have at their disposal a room to work in, and as an entry condition,
they need to present a research project which is analyzed by a reviewer appointed by the Departmental
Council. The applicant must also indicate a supervisor, professor of the Department, to accompany his
research activities. After approval of the request by the Departmental Council, it is forwarded to the
Research Commission of FFLCH, which analyzes the project and, if it confirms the approval, forwards it to
the Dean of Research for registration.

2.9.2.7 In addition to research activities, does the Faculty have policies to include post-
doctoral and young researchers in Undergraduate and Graduate teaching activities? Comment
on the impact of these activities in the post-doctoral scientific publications.

R: Most postdocs have developed and offered, in partnership with their supervisors, elective disciplines in
which they reinforce the line of research in which they operate, bringing to the discussion the main
theoretical and methodological contributions of post-doctoral projects. Postdocs who stay for at least one
year support the undergraduate research supervision activities (they may even assume the
undergraduate supervision) and help in the guidance of potential candidates for the program, in addition
to strengthening academic quality and the critical mass of the research centers they join. It is
recommended that, during or shortly after the postdoctoral internship, the postdoctoral student publishes
partial or full results of their work in reputable scientific journals, in which case they should indicate their
connection to the DA. This has been happening, as well as the participation of post-doctoral fellows in
academic events organized in or outside USP during the internship.

2.9.2.8 Indicate the main scientific meetings organized by the Faculty.

R: 2010 - First National Encounter of Anthropology and Performance, held by the Anthropology,
Performance and Drama Center (NAPEDRA); - International Academic Seminar Jorge Amado, coordinated
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by Professor Lilia Katri Moritz Schwarcz in collaboration with the NUMAS; - Seminar of Power Relations,
Sociability and Conflict, meeting of Hybris researchers; - Training Workshop on Audiovisual Production
held by LISA - Laboratory of Image and Sound in Anthropology; - Seminar "Anthropology of Quilombolas
(Maroon) Expert Reports and Identity Recognition" held by NADIR; - Seminar Race, Class, Gender and
Sexuality in the Construction of Identities and of Sociability Networks in Brazil and South Africa, promoted
by Numas; - I Indigenous Symposium on Internet usage in Brazil, held by the Center for Indigenous
History and Indigenism (NHII), in partnership with LISA.
2011 -. First International Meeting of Anthropology and Performance (EIAP) - Second National Meeting of
Law Anthropology (ENADIR) - Conference by Prof. Christina Toren, University of St.Andrews, Scotland
2012 - Seminar "Amerindian Landscapes: skills, mobility and sociality in rivers, villages and cities of the
Amazon"; - Seminar " Indigenous Presence in the University", on the inclusion of indigenous experiences
in public university in Brazil; - First Meeting of Studies of Social Markers of Difference (ENUMAS).
2013 - Seminar Cultural Arenas - South American urban history; - International Seminar: The place of the
race: Contemporary Caribbean debates; - International Symposium: Amerindian Knowledges; - III
ENADIR - National Meeting of Law Anthropology; - Seminar of Cultural Policies and Indigenous Peoples.
The school and other problems, organized by the CEstA / USP and CEBRAP; Event: Contemporary
Amazon: Dialogues Brazil-Colombia; - Symposium CEstA on Guarani Networks which included the
participation of indigenous intellectuals and researchers from several Brazilian universities; - Symposium
"Movement Landscapes: an interdisciplinary reflection on the plurality and the meanings of landscapes",
promoted by PROCAD USP / UFAM; 2014 - III International Day USP / Autonomous University of
Barcelona; International Meeting of Visual Anthropology (EIAV); - II Multidisciplinary Seminar - Andean
Studies in Brazil; - Dialogues Brazil / Colombia: fronteras, ciudades y urbanización indígena en Amazonia
(LAB-NAU and the Colombian Institute of Anthropology and History; - Seminar "Visual Narratives, popular
and scientific: traditional peoples and the challenge of biodiversity conservation"; - Seminar "Religions
and public controversies: experiences, social practices and discourses", - II NAU August Seminar; - II
Open Seminar of Ethno-history; - Second Workshop of urban studies - Group of Anthropology of the City
Studies (GEAC / USP), "Na Margem" - At the Edge (Center of Metropolitan Studies / UFSCar) and
Laboratory of Urban Studies (CPDOC / FGV); - NAPEDRA in performance.

2.9.2.9 Is there any initiative to improve and expand the Faculty's Scientific Training for
Undergraduate Students.

R: All professors have been encouraged to direct at least one undergraduate research every three years,
average that has been achieved in the last five years, in relation to researches funded by PIC-USP and
FFLCH or financed by FAPESP, and to faculty projects promoted by other agencies or even researches with
no scholarship. All students who perform undergraduate research under the supervision of professors or
post-doctoral students of the Department are encouraged to present their work at the Annual Symposium
sponsored by USP (SIICUSP) in which several have received honorable mentions and have even been
awarded with trips abroad. In the seminars "Graduation in Field Work", an initiative led by prof. José
Guilherme Cantor Magnani, coordinator of LabNAU, and in several other meetings promoted by the DA
and even in events in other universities, undergraduate researchers have also submitted their work and
received honorable mentions. The table below displays the numerical evolution of the Department's
Undergraduate Researches Requested (R) and Granted (G) by PIC-USP: an average of 19 required (R)
and 16 met (G) per year.

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average
R G R G R G R G R G R G
13 13 19 15 18 18 22 22 12 11 19 16

Culture and extension
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2.10.1.1 What is the Faculty's Culture and Extension policy?

R: The university extension is seen as part of the social function of the Department of Anthropology. The
relationship between society and university finds expression through outreach activities involving
professors, students and agents of the wider community, thus providing the exercise of reflection and
citizenship. In Culture and Extension projects, non-academic social agents create conditions, through the
university space, to make use of social sciences and anthropology in order to forge other knowledges
about themselves. And the reverse is true: researchers also rethink their own role from meetings and
dialogues with non-academic stakeholders. The Department of Anthropology has, in the last five years,
not only offered a significant number of extension courses, but also actively engaged itself in projects
fostered by the Dean of Culture and Extension. There was also a special commitment to reconcile the
curricula (graduate and postgraduate) with a number of extracurricular activities, in order to complement
the training of students with, for example, video and film cycles, exhibitions and lectures. In addition to
that, the faculty provided consultancy to several cultural projects, government agencies, scientific and
professional associations, non-governmental organizations and several institutions and movements. These
various activities of provision of services to the community have proven an effective way not only to
enlarge but also publicize the work field of the several research lines of the Department. Outreach
activities, teaching and research are inseparable in the DA, because they contribute with feedback and
they put the DA in contact with other departments, other USP units and other social and institutional
agents. The participation of professors in editorial boards of national and international journals is also one
of the extension dimensions of the DA, which allows to associate extension and production of knowledge.
DA professors are often sought by the media to be interviewed regarding their research themes, which is
a valued practice, as it is understood as a form of relationship with the wider society. The DA's culture and
extension policy is therefore associated with intervention perspectives on social reality, with scientific
disclosure and with the relation between academia and multiple segments of society and the scientific and
non-scientific community, both national and international.

2.10.1.2 Describe the main activities of the Faculty's Culture and Extension programs and
projects and how these have developed in the last 5 years.

R: In the last five years, the DA has conducted several courses of diffusion and cultural extension,
intervention projects in public schools and in urban peripheries, has produced audiovisual materials, has
provided consultancies, and it has been represented in councils and committees of public agencies.
Actions have also been carried out aimed at indigenous and black populations. Diffusion courses had as its
central focus the issues of gender and sexuality, indigenous rights, African arts and cultures, as well as
human rights. In relation to indigenous peoples, there is the participation of professors in programs for
training Waiãpi indigenous researchers (Institute for Research and Indigenous Training / IPHAN-MinC), in
Amapá. With regard to sexual and gender diversity, it is worth noting the DA's performance in the
program "USP Diversity" which, in 2014, fostered discussions on combating violence and discrimination at
the university. Besides, consultation was given to the Gay Parade in Salvador, by NUMAS researchers. An
important line of action has been developed in the Laboratory of Image and Sound in Anthropology (LISA)
that produces films, photo essays and multimedia works, available at https://vimeo.com/lisausp. The
films "Cinema da Quebrada", "A Arte a Rua" and "Lá do Leste" for example, were carried out in
partnership with artists and independent producers from peripheral areas of São Paulo, examples of
Shared Anthropology projects. Several DA's professors were members of boards and committees in public
entities and government agencies such as the Human Rights Commission of the Brazilian Anthropological
Association (ABA); the Presidency of the National Association of Human Rights, Research and
Postgraduate Studies (ANDHEP); the Council of the UNESCO/USP Chair in Education for Peace, Human
Rights, Democracy and Tolerance at Institute of Advanced Studies of the University of São Paulo (IEA-
USP); the deputy directors of the Center of Cultural Preservation, linked to the Dean of Culture and
Extension at USP; the direction of CEUMA - University Center Maria Antonia; the Condephaat Board
(Council of Protection of Historical, Archaeological, Artistic and Touristic Heritage, connected to the São
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Paulo State Government Secretary of Culture); the Commission of Indigenous Teachers of Amazonas and
Roraima; the Executive Board of the Ruins Engenho São Jorge dos Erasmos; among others. Extension
activities have also involved the publication of specialized journals as well as the participation in editorial
committees, coordination of laboratories and research centers, coordination of tutoring, organization of
technical and scientific courses and events, production of lectures, conferences, scientific communications,
workshops, short courses especially performed in non-academic forums.

2.10.1.3 Does the Faculty use indicators to assess the Culture and Extension activities?

R: The Department does not have quantitative indicators to assess its culture and extension activities.
However, qualitative aspects resulting from partnerships with other institutions, between units and
departments, the articulation between teaching, research and extension, and the production of
communications, conferences and reflective articles on Culture and Extension experiences are significant
signs of the rich production continuously performed. The demands of Society and its movements have
been one of the parameters for conducting outreach activities, such as the request of students for the
improvement of professional practice. We believe that the systematic recording of extension activities
done by the Dean of Culture and Extension can help develop such indicators, which we understand should
consider qualitative (the diversity of actions, perceptions and ways of acting) as well as quantitative
perspectives (number of vacancies and / or subscribers, regularity of supply etc.).

2.10.1.4 Indicate the impact of the Culture and Extension activities performed within the
Faculty in terms of effective or potential benefits.

R: The impacts and benefits can be thought, for both the DA and for those with whom the Department
interacts, from the results achieved with the production of applied knowledge. The high demand for
extension courses offered by DA reveals the great demand of the external community for a closer
relationship with the university. The DA, in turn, also has great interest in making more visible to that
community the results of anthropological doings, whether for professionals in related fields such as
history, education, nursing, social communication, psychology, law, either for the professionals that deal
directly with the promotion of human rights and citizenship, the strengthening of traditional communities,
opposing the various forms of violence, with the appreciation of urban and suburban cultures, with the
mediation and understanding of territorial occupation processes and social movements in general. The
extension courses, in addition to qualifying those who offer them, in general postgraduates of the
Department, and providing the opportunity of the teaching practice, have proved to be effective in the
dissemination of the research carried out in different areas of the Department. Extension actions, which
are necessarily linked to teaching and the research developed in the DA, have a direct and indirect
impact, on the one hand, on the population served, especially those who are in a situation of socio-
economic vulnerability, as indigenous and black populations, religious minorities, disabled people, women,
homosexuals, transsexuals, among others and, on the other hand, on the production of anthropological
knowledge itself, which is done exactly through the dialogue with these people. In addition to that,
outreach activities interfere in the manner that teaching is offered both for the undergraduate degree in
social sciences (BA and degree) and for PPGAS, in which concerns about ethical and political issues in
relation to the people involved in anthropological research are present in the contents and discussions,
not to mention the events promoted by professors, inside and outside the classroom, facing such issues.

2.10.1.5 Does the Faculty have a policy designed to encourage valuing culture and extension
activities in considering the faculty's activities? Comment.

R: The Department of Anthropology has been developing an appraisement policy of culture and extension
actions through incentives for its centers and laboratories to engage in the production of activities. In the
last five years, we have seen a greater diversity of initiatives, including the participation of undergraduate
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and postgraduate students, as well as a more comprehensive performance of professors in the
interdisciplinary areas of advisory and consulting services to government agencies, scientific, cultural and
professional associations, traditional communities and social movements. The areas covered by the
Department's culture and extension operations reflect the eight research areas mentioned above and are
based on the indivisibility of teaching, research and extension. Thus, the DA appreciates any initiative that
exemplifies the vocation of the university to the transformation of the Brazilian social reality, for the
promotion of rights and citizenship, to the appreciation of expressive and cultural forms of social
minorities and traditional populations, for the dissemination of scientific knowledge, for the improvement
of professional practice to promote reflection on the ethical dimensions of the anthropological doing, for
the academy's contribution to the field of public policies and the democratization of Brazilian social life.

2.10.2.1 Report the main professional training and continuous education activities, the number
of issues and participants (report amounts in the context of fundraising):

a) Specialization Courses

R: There were no specialization courses as Culture and Extension activities in the last five years.

b) Training Courses

R: Idem.

c) Updating Courses

R: The "refresher courses" label is not the most appropriate to describe the large number of culture and
extension activities developed by the DA, because its lines of action are multiple and involve different
audiences, including students of different levels (undergraduate and postgraduate), professionals from
different areas of human and social sciences, activists, public policy makers and leaders of community
associations. In the last five years, there were several activities developed within the laboratories and
centers, in addition to the professors' consultancies and participation in national and international events
that exceed the heading "refresher courses", while involving innovation, updating and vocational training .

d) Residence Activity

R: Not applicable.

e) Vocational Practice

R: The Department engaged in professionalizing practices through actions aimed at undergraduate and
postgraduate students, with a view to training them for anthropological research. The activities involved
fieldwork, ethnographic writing production, debates and events on the professional ethics. The activities
took place both in classroom and in specific events organized by the centers, laboratories and research
groups, emphasizing the essential connections between teaching, research and extension. It is worth
mentioning the pioneering event "Graduation in Fieldwork" already mentioned in previous blocks. At the
Laboratory of Image and Sound in Anthropology (LISA), they were offered training and technical advices
for the production of ethnographic films, photo essays, multimedia productions, sound, sound
ethnography, etc., so that students linked to extension projects and research could direct their textual
activities to audiovisual production. DA teachers have organized workshops and short courses that
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combine research, teaching and extension, aimed at professional practice, and have participated in
activities of this nature, carried out by other national and international institutions of higher education.
Outstanding, for example, were the workshops held in partnership with the nonprofit organization
"Capacete" (Helmet) in São Paulo, which promotes artistic interventions. Among the complementary
professionalizing activities of students, it is worth mentioning PAE "Programas de Preparação Pedagógica e
de Estágio Docente" (Pedagogic Training and Teaching Internship Programs) fulfilled by postgraduate
students in the graduate courses in Social Sciences. Tutorship has proved to be an excellent starter
instrument for academic activities and development of teaching skills. PAE fellows attend Theoretical
classes and seminars, for which the responsible is always professor. These activities allow students to
discover, in practice, challenges and possible solutions for the teaching of anthropology. Besides, PAE
fellows provide after-class sessions for the resolution of doubts, orientation in studies and assistance in
the formulation of tests and papers. The additional internship for Educational Preparation, mandatory for
doctoral students with CAPES, has the same basic features, differentiating itself by the preparation, by the
student, of a more advanced theoretical lecture. Because of the importance of pedagogical training
provided by these experiences, and of the evident benefit for the undergraduates, the monitoring
program, as has been practiced, will continue to be encouraged by the Department.

2.10.2.2 What is the importance of and what are the consequences/impact of the Faculty's
participation in advising, consulting, and the delivery of specialized services to public and
private institutions, scientific entities and other organizations in society? List the agreements
and contracts managed by the Faculty in recent years (with scope, timing and amount).

R: It is hard to measure the impact and consequences without emphasizing the inseparability between
teaching, research and extension. At the Department of Anthropology, Culture and Extension Projects are
materialized in actions that are connected to research lines, centers and laboratories, and to the expertise
they accumulated, as well as to the University relationships with the wider community (public bodies,
non-profit organizations and social and cultural movements). One of the dimensions that deserves
attention is the Department relationship with representatives of State and Public Authorities, making
notable how developed projects and activities are related to the public policies. In this sense, consulting
services provided for demarcation of indigenous lands; for the production of educational activities for
public school teachers on rights and citizenship matters of social minorities; classes for judges,
prosecutors and public defenders; among other activities, indicate some of the possible impacts of the
DA's extension activities, in particular, ascertaining that USP can contribute to the achievement of a
greater social equity, and thus to the realization of rights, democracy and citizenship. In exemplifying this
plurality of actions, the DA engaged in teacher education activities in partnership with the Government
Bureau of Education of the City of São Paulo; participated and proposed discussion forums on human
rights of women and LGBT populations ("USP Diversity Project", NUMAS - Study Nuclei of Social Markers
of Difference). Fostered discussions on the African-Brazilian religions and other religious minorities (GERM
/ NAU and CERNE - Study Group of Religion in the Metropolis / Laboratory of the Urban Anthropology
Center and Studies Centre of Contemporary Religious and Black Cultures); carried out seminars with
representatives of indigenous groups and traditional populations (CEstA and GEU / NAU - Amerind Study
Centre and Urban Ethnology Group / Laboratory of the Urban Anthropology Center), with disabled people
(GEDS / NAU ) and on public safety and human rights (NADIR). DA professors also competed in several
public notes examinations to produce audiovisual materials and promote several cultural events, such as
the Etnodocll Public Note, in partnership with the Ministry of Culture and IPHAN (Historical and Artistic
Patrimony Institute). Initiatives such as the Projects "Learning in the magazines of the anthropology
department" (NUMAS); "The LISA (Anthropology Audiovisual Laboratory) video collection and the
possibilities of its audience expansion through subtitling" (LISA); "Video documentary on the University of
São Paulo residential complex dwellers" (LISA); " 'Cinema na Quebrada' Project: outskirts, youth and
representations" (LISA); "Arts Cartography on Tiradentes City: video, internet and shared anthropology,
activity developed together with the Guaianazes State Teaching Network" (LISA); "Guitar-song project:
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dialogue between soloist

2.10.2.3 What is the production of the Faculty's faculty in regard to educational activities and
dissemination of scientific, artistic, cultural, technical or technological knowledge, reporting
the number of issues and participants:

a) Outreach Courses (e.g. workshops, lectures, etc.)

R: The following diffusion courses were developed in the 2010-2014 period: "Society against the State:
Power and the Present Time" in Maria Antonia University Center, promoted by CESTA (Amerind Study
Centre) (2012); "Introduction to Gender Studies - modules I and II", NUMAS (Study Nuclei of Social
Markers of Difference), 2013 and 2014; "Aspects of Culture and Black History in Brazil", CEA (African
Study Centre), 2013 and 2014; "Introduction to African Studies", CEA, 2013 and 2014; "Arts, Culture and
Societies in Contexts", CEA, 2013 and 2014; "Aspects of Cultures: History of Indigenous Rights", CESTA,
2011; "Iranian Cinema and its social contexts," 2013; "Studies on indigenous peoples, cultures,
knowledge and political - history, archeology, anthropology," CESTA, 2012; "Introduction to indigenous
issues in Brazil," CESTA, 2010; "Introduction to identity studies", promoted by CERNE (Studies of
Contemporary Religious and Black Cultures), 2013 and 2014; "Introduction to the study of indigenous
peoples in Brazil", promoted by CESTA, 2012; " Anthropological Readings of Brazilian music", sponsored
by Research in Musical Anthropology, 2013; "The place and the word in cinema: convergence, tension and
rupture," the DA's partnership with IEB (Brazilian Studies Institute), 2010. Therefore, one of the DA's
expressive extension activities is offering these diffusion courses to employees, students, USP professors
and the community. Whereas, until the end of the 1990s, many of these courses were dedicated to the
public high school teachers, recently there was a clear opening for those interested from every sphere of
society. Thus, the past five years courses reflect the participation of various centers and research areas of
the department and graduate courses, with emphasis on the following themes: ethnic-racial relations,
indigenous population, gender and sexuality populations, human rights, African populations, culture and
art, cities and leisure. In the last five years, we account 14 extension and dissemination courses. The
courses have received significant and growing demand from internal and external communities and have
shown potential to grow and to be among the relevant activities of the DA in the next 10 years.

b) Professional Continuing Education

R: The DA updating programs are connected to the dissemination courses and involve the nuclei and
research groups on culture activities investment. It stands out in this line the CERNE (Studies of
Contemporary Religious and Black Cultures) in partnership with USP Afro-Brazilian Arts Center. The
programs have interdisciplinary nature, intending to value and give visibility to the expressive forms of art
and African-Brazilian culture such as the African-Brazilian dance Program; African percussion Program;
Cacimba dance of Aruanda Laboratory; Spectacle Creation Program; Angola Capoeira Program.

c) Projects directed to basic education

R: Various centers and laboratories engaged in activities directed to basic education, including visitation in
public schools, advisory services, workshops and intervention projects that address issues such as
diversity, gender and sexuality, indigenous education, city, human rights, etc. We highlight the activities
of the Laboratory of the Urban Anthropology Center (NAU), the Study Nuclei of Social Markers of
Difference (NUMAS), the Law Anthropology Center (NADIR) and Amerind Studies Center (CESTA). The
Law Anthropology Center stood out with three extension projects specifically directed at public schools:
"Perceptions of human rights in São Paulo state public schools" (2009-2010, 2012-2013 and 2013-2014).
Such projects reckoned on pre-IC scholarship students from High School, USP undergraduate scholarship
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students from the program "Learning with Culture and Extension" and postgraduate students. The
projects sought to insert high school students of public schools in NADIR daily routine and take researches
to schools, where it conducted three surveys on human rights in everyday school life. The Urban
Anthropology Center, in 2014, held workshops for high school students in the State School Miss Browne,
in São Paulo, providing tools for them to research and understand the city in which they live through the
anthropological and fieldwork photosensitive. In order to discuss issues related to the city and its
diversity, expeditions were conducted with students, were produced field notes, etc. Professors associated
to CESTA had, in 2010, an important role as advisors to the Commission of Indigenous Teachers of
Amazonas and Roraima and in the Forum of Indigenous Education of Amazonas, which involved activities
with 140 indigenous teachers active in 900 communities. The NUMAS actions were spearheaded by USP
postgraduate students in anthropology, in partnership with municipal and state schools, in view of
promoting the rights and citizenship of different minorities and populations. The following activities are
included: "NUMAS Goes to School" (Municipal Elementary School Professor Olavo Pezzotti in 2014 -
workshops with about 40 students in 8th and 9th grade of Elementary School II); Project "SESC Summer
2014 - Women's Soccer: applicability, developments and challenges to be overcome" in 2013; the "Club
of Reading "in 2013 and 2014, in partnership with the publisher "Companhia das Letras"; the project
"State Seminar on Gender Studies Centers and Combat Violence against Women" in 2014; Project "Moved
by the kick - Chat: Who says women have stiff leg?, at SESC Santo Amaro in 2014; the "NUMAS go to
school - SPMUN", a United Nations model turned at high school students of São Paulo, in 2014.

d) Exhibitions and fairs

R: The Department of Anthropology has participated in various exhibitions and fairs to promote the
visibility and dissemination of their varied research projects to the external community as well as have
fostered culture and extension projects whose products lead to photo exhibitions and audio-visual shows.
Moreover, it has been active in the Fair of Professions organized by USP, offering students the opportunity
to learn the occupation of an anthropologist. In relation to artistic exhibition curation, were made in the
past five years: "Maria Antonia Memory Movement", in partnership with FAU/USP, an initiative of the USP
Office of Culture and Extension, 2013 and 2014; "Asian Stories" (Tomie Ohtake Institute), 2014;
"Variations of the female: the poetic of trans universe" (Secretariat of woman and human diversity of
Paraíba); 2010, 2013 and 2014; "Emancipations: marks of slave labor in the work of Marc Ferrez" (IMS -
Moreira Salles Institute), 2013; "A look at the Brazil: 1833-2003" (Tomie Ohtake Institute), 2012; "Bixiga
in arts and crafts" (CPC-USP), 2012. As regards to exhibitions and photographic works, are included: "the
Indian in the Brazilian photography - the Bororo, his image and likeness" (povosindigenas.com), 2014;
"Indigenous children and amusement in the Upper Rio Negro"
(www.todacriancapodeaprender.org.br/criancas-indigenas-e-brincadeiras-no-alto-rio-egro), 2013;
"America Amerindian: bodies, territories and cosmologies" (II International Indigenous Thematic Forum,
UFPEL), 2012. There were also appearances from works produced by the DA in different audiovisual
shows, as in: "Muestra audiovisual Antropología e y documental: miradas que se cruzam em el
movimento" (Anthropology and Documentary Audiovisual Exhibit: stares that crosses in the movement);
DA's partnership with Centro Cultural Palacio La Moneda (Cultural Center Palace La Moneda) (2012);
International Exhibition of Theatre, in São Paulo (2014); "Mujawara - Contrafilé Group & Campus in
Camps", 31a São Paulo Bienal, 2014 (commentary about the work); 15th. International Exhibition of
Ethnographic Film, 2011; Exhibition of Films and Videos of the 35th ANPOCS (Social Sciences
Postgraduate and Research National Association) Annual Meeting, 2011; 13th. International Short Film
Festival of Belo Horizonte, 2011; Etnodoc Manaus, 2011; Etnodoc Exhibition Rio de Janeiro, 2011; First
Film Festival of São Paulo East Zone, 2011; Exhibition of Films of the 7th International Seminar Images of
Culture / Culture of Images, 2011; III Festival of Ethnographic Film of Recife, 2011; 16th Week of Art and
Culture at the University of São Paulo - USP Movie Exhibition, 2011.
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e) Texts, teaching material or other products directed to the community.

R: As mentioned in previous items, the Department of Anthropology has three journals - Journal of
Anthropology, Field Notebooks and Ponto.Urbe - and a website. These means allow disclosing, to the
internal and external community, academic articles, ethnographic films and photographic essays, which
promote the articulation between teaching, research and extension in the production of anthropological
knowledge. The videos and movies available for free by LISA, published on the Vimeo website, are
important educational tools for researchers, teachers and students interested in issues related to socio-
cultural diversity not only in the area of anthropology but in other interdisciplinary fields. As part of the
routine of the DA dissemination courses, teaching materials are used, such as video classes, texts,
booklets, movies and music that operationalize the target public according to the proposed themes.

2.10.2.4 What is the participation of Graduate and Undergraduate students in the Faculty's
extension programs?

R: The extension activities are coordinated directly with the DA's education in the Social Sciences
undergraduate and with the PPGAS (Postgraduate Program in Anthropology), involving IC students, MA,
doctorates and post-doctorates, as can be seen by the journal initiative Cadernos de Campo (Field
Notebooks), annual journal, accomplished by PPGAS students since 1991; and also by the monthly event
"Sexta do Mês" (Friday of the Month), organized by the student body, in harmony with the demands of
PPGAS co-ordination, which brings researchers from different national and international universities to
hold conferences and discussion tables. Another initiative that ensures the participation of students in
projects, dissemination courses and other activities has been the engagement of centers and laboratories
in culture and extension activities. Through the program "Learning with Culture and Extension" and from
various projects, such as "Learning in the magazines of the Anthropology Department" (NUMAS), "The
collection of LISA videos and the possibilities to expand your audience through subtitling" (LISA), "Video
documentary about residents of the residential complex of the University of São Paulo" (LISA), all already
mentioned, undergraduate students of Social Sciences and related fields (such as Law, History,
Geography, Media, Architecture, International Relations, among others) have been active in projects
coordinated by the DA faculty, aimed at public schools, as to the production of periodicals, and, as well,
audiovisual materials. It is also important to mention, that as part of the content of some disciplines,
students have to enter in contact with the external community, as has occurred in the discipline "Field
Research in Anthropology" and "Anthropology of Law". A key event, already cited in this report, organized
11 years ago by the Urban Anthropology Center, is the "Graduação em Campo" (Graduate in Field),
especially aimed at the disclosure of field work by undergraduate students, an initiative that has become a
reference in Brazil and also has workshops.

2.10.2.5 Report on the culture and extension centers linked to the Faculty and their
contribution to academic development.

R: The 14 centers and 2 Department research labs (as listed above), were involved, in the last five years,
with Culture and Extension projects. Several of their activities collaborate to: 1.the preservation of
cultural and traditional heritage; 2.the training of educators and interventions in public and private
schools to combat gender inequality, racism, discrimination based on sexual orientation and disability
condition; 3.debates and promotion and appreciation of events of African cultures; 4.conducting
ethnographic exhibitions and audiovisual exhibitions in local communities and outskirts of the State of São
Paulo; 5.promotion of national and international meetings and events of visual anthropology and
indigenous ethnology; 6.construction of cultural spaces and debates on memory, culture and rights;
7.activities, workshops and interventions of appreciation of knowledges and local cultural expressions;
8.dialogue and participation in events promoted by government agencies, NGOs and social movements;
9.local audiovisual production in outskirts of the metropolitan region of São Paulo; 10.realization of
cultural exhibitions; 11.teaching and research missions. The importance of the activities undertaken is
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evident in the plurality of actions for extension and culture, increasingly significant in the DA, involving
students and faculty members, as well as members of the external community.

Internationalization

2.11.1 Analyze the internationalization of core activities and its impact on the Faculty's
performance in the last 5 years.

R: The drastic internationalization policies developed by PPGAS over the period can be evaluated with the
aid of some indicators: from 2 active International agreements in 2010 (with Universities in France and
Spain), we came to have 7 in 2014 (with Spain, Canada and the Princeton University, USA), plus 9
international partnerships in force in 2014, as part of the research and scientific exchange with France
(Paris I, EHESS-Paris and Lille University); with Canada (University of Victoria and Quebec); the United
States (Princeton University and California-Davis); Spain (Autonomous University of Barcelona); and
Argentina (University of Quilmes). The entire Program faculty remains today engaged in some kind of
international insertion activity, including research and teaching missions (for example, at Harvard
University, Princeton University, Autonomous University of Barcelona and EHESS-Paris), participation in
qualified international seminars, in editorial committees, in addition to guidance of students in foreign
universities (EHESS, New University of Lisbon, University of Cadiz-ES, Charles University in Prague,
Edinburgh University, the New School for Social Research, The State University of New Jersey, University
of California-Santa Cruz), whereas co-tutelage, supervisions and tutorships, which represents a significant
expansion in relation to previous years. Beside this, between 2 and 3 professors depart annually to
perform post-doctorates in European and North American universities, according to a deliberate program
to support the completion of professor education abroad. The impact of the implemented policies for
international integration is noted in the increase in publications in journals of international circulation (in
2014 were registered 29 articles in international journals A and B of the area, as well as two books
published abroad and 5 chapters in international books) and in the presence of professors and researchers
from abroad in the program (25 in 2013 and 27 in 2014, from universities from different countries - South
Africa, Argentina, Australia, Colombia, United States, Mexico, Portugal, England , Italy, France, among
others).

2.11.2 Indicate and analyze the student, faculty and administrative modalities.

R: The teaching mobility is translated mainly on professor participation in seminars and international
congresses (which is involving the entire faculty, since 2011) and on the performance of professors as
visiting professors/researchers in foreign institutions (7 in 2014): University Salamanca; LAS- Collège de
France / EHESS; Autonomous University of Barcelona; Princeton University; University of Ottawa and
Victoria, Canada. It is worth to stress that the expansion of the agreements and long-lasting partnerships
in the field of research had a significant impact on professor mobility, in all its forms. From the point of
view of student mobility, the numbers also reveal significant expansion: from 4 students abroad in 2010,
we came to 6 in 2011/2012, reaching 15 who benefited from scholarship abroad in 2014 (sandwich
scholarships and other modalities of research internship abroad). The PPGAS also has been making efforts
to attract foreign students, although we have not succeeded in overcoming the annual marks of 2-4
students, in general from PEC-PG (Postgraduate Student-Agreement Program) scholarships, due to the
difficulties outlined in 2.8.2.4. As for the administrative mobility, it is virtually non-existent, due to the
reduced number of employees and the impossibility of them moving away, because of the institution
interests, with salary losses, contrary to what occurs with the professors.

2.11.3 Identify the repercussions of international initiatives (workshops, missions, the
involvement of students and professors in national and international scholarly exchanges,
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agreements).

R: The international initiatives are reflected in the increase of international bibliographic production from
professors and students, which also stems from the support provided by the DA and the PPGAS to
translations. The audiovisual production has increased (mainly because of Image and Sound Laboratory in
Anthropology, which has maintained stable partnerships with universities in Italy, Canada and United
States); at the coming of professors and researchers from abroad (see above); in the organization of joint
seminars (for example those made on the basis of the agreement between the PPGAS-USP and the
Autonomous University of Barcelona). Beside this, international partnerships have found impact from the
point of view of extension, for example, the established between LISA/USP and Contro-Sguardi (Perugia),
which led to the realization of a movie exhibition of the Film Festival Contro-Sguardi in different places in
São Paulo (Cine Cultura, CINUSP, and Maria Antonia/USP), in 2012. This partnership has also resulted in
the production of a book on visual anthropology in Brazil and Italy: Contro-Sguardi - Dialoghi di
anthropology visuale tra Brasile and Italy (2013). The research conducted by a network involving the DA,
the PPGAS, the University of Victoria (Canada) and California-Davis (USA), in turn, gave rise to the joint
production of two ethnographic films in the period, in addition to publication of two articles together.

2.11.4 Identify international strategies.

R: The main strategies undertaken by the DA and the PPGAS in the period concerns to: 1. Support for
professor and student participation (PhD students) in congresses abroad; 2. The translation of articles and
books, with a view to its publication abroad; 3. Support the coming of foreign professors and researchers;
4. Support the realization of international events; 5. In the PPGAS website translation into English; 6. In
the translation of ethnographic films, produced by the LISA, into English, French and/or Spanish.

2.11.5 Identify the main management and infrastructure demands related to meeting the
Faculty's internationalization strategies.

R: The expansion of internationalization in the period was possible, fundamentally due to the entry of the
PPGAS in the PROEX (Office of University Extension) in 2011, which helped financially the supporting
policies for professor and student mobility, translations and publications. Upon receiving funding resources
of CAPES, the PPGAS responded very positively, increasing international presence with regard to teaching,
research and extension. Support of USP such as USP / COFECUB Program (University of São Paulo /
Comité Français d´Evaluation de la Coopération Universitaire avec le Brésil), were also key in that
direction, mobilizing professors and students (eg, USP / COFECUB involving the DA and the University of
Paris 1). The funds of capital/CAPES, in turn, allowed the improvement of the infrastructure for the
installation of videoconferencing equipment, which is another key resource towards internationalization.

INSTITUTIONAL PLAN (GOALS AND ACTIONS)

Institutional Plan (Goals and Actions)

3.1.1 Relate and comment on the primary goals and actions proposed by the Faculty for the
medium and long terms (5 and 10 years) concerning:

a) Management;

R: The DA intends to continue, in the medium and long term, the system already in place that
presupposes the involvement of all professors, in RDIDP, in administrative activities, without harming
their engagements in teaching, culture and extension activities, given the rotation between the titular and
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substitute in the commissions and duties, and the rotation of all through the various administrative
demands. To this end, it is essential the immediate replacement of 4 professors who will retire over the
medium term and the other 4 or 7 more likely to retire in the long term, for new professors in RDIDP.

b) Infrastructure;

R: In the medium and long term, the DA will continue investing in the maintenance and improvement of
installations (furniture and computers) of their secretariats, faculty offices, meeting rooms for study
groups, to post-doctorates, graduate students and retired-collaborator professors. However, investments
in classrooms for the undergraduate and graduate classes, amphitheaters, study rooms for students,
living and feeding centers, sociability and other spaces in the building go beyond the scope of the DA,
although they are essential for the development of its mission. Makes essential that the unity and USP
ensure these wider infrastructural conditions, particularly the quality of classrooms and their increase with
the construction of the FFLCH research building.

c) Technical and administrative employees;

R: As for the employees, in the medium term there will already be a frame of retirements which, if not in
advance considered and contemplated with new hires as qualified as those who will leave the DA, will
undermine the functioning of the secretariats, the continued excellence of PPGAS and the realization of
the most basic administrative tasks.

d) Faculty;

R: As has already been pointed out, although currently there is a balance in the DA faculty body, either as
regards the distribution of the 21 active by the 8 research lines and the 14 cores, centers and research
laboratories, as regard to the plurality of activities that everyone develops at the undergraduate and
postgraduate, in teaching, research and extension, thanks to RDIDP (Full-time Dedication Regime to
Teaching and Research), such balance, in 3 years, it will be already compromised by 4 likely retirements
and, in 10 years, for another 4 or even 7. If there is no hiring in RDIDP of at least 4 professors in the
medium term and a total of 8-10 in the long run, the DA will not have conditions to proceed with its core
activities.

e) Teaching and learning processes;

R: In the medium term, it is essential that the three departments that make up the Social Sciences
degree approach and articulate more, so that the teaching-learning processes be more harmonious and
consistent as a whole. This implies management efforts, but also administrative and infrastructural
conditions. Therefore, interdisciplinary courses such as the degree in Social Sciences need to be
considered on its peculiarities by the Office of Undergraduate and other University instances. In the long
term, of course, new technologies will have to, more and more, integrate and enhance the teaching-
learning process, which will require agile investments in upgrading the technological-academic park and
its respective qualified workmanship to operate it.

f) Student body;

R: The DA imagine that, in the medium term, will be broader, complex and challenging the range of
career options that will be presented to Social Sciences graduates, just as well it is likely that the
anthropologist occupation become more and more exigent and demands of the PPGAS even greater
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efforts to educate high-qualify professionals, either for the academic market, either to the field of actions
turned to the promotion of citizenship. If so, the DA and the PPGAS will have not only to maintain the
current level of intellectual productivity and social engagement, as will have to enhance it, which will
mean, for the University, the reckon of the importance of maintain and expand a strong faculty body, fully
dedicated to teaching, research and extension.

g) Undergraduate Program;

R: The undergraduate in Social Sciences, especially in the medium and long term, promises to be more
and more, on the one hand, an academic option for those looking to delve into specific fields of
anthropology, sociology and political science, but, on the other hand, can also become an increasingly
attractive option for those seeking complement other academic and professional background. Therefore,
the content of disciplines, teaching and learning processes and human resources must become better able
to tackle challenging theoretical-methodological and practical demands. It will be require, from the
University, strong investments in teaching labor cost and adequate working material conditions.

h) Graduate Program;

R: In order to improve its functioning, walking to the continued expansion of the indicators and to
overcome problems, the program established a series of challenges and goals, some already being
implemented: 1. revision of its rules, widely discussed in the CCP, which entered into force in 2015; 2.
reinforcement of certain lines of research, such as "Anthropology of African and African-Brazilian
populations," the "Popular religiosity and religious institution" and the "History and Theory of
Anthropology," undermined by recent retirements; 3. Increase in the number of post-doctorates; 4.
Expansion of the presence of professors and students in international first-rate publications; 5. More
complete translation of the website into English; 6. A more effective policy to reduce the titration time, by
tighter control of extension requests for deposit of thesis and dissertations. It is worthy mention that the
targets set by PPGAS have been fulfilled thanks to the indispensable support of PROEX. The recent CAPES
funds cut, adding to the loss of qualified employees of the DA and the reduction of resources of the
university itself surely will have negative impact on the PPGAS planning, which will be required to review
priorities and plans. As a result, any long-term project will depend on the guarantee of conditions for
realization of medium-term goals.

i) Research;

R: For the DA, investments in research (IC; postdoctoral; internationalization; groups, centers and
laboratories) streamline and enhance the inextricable connection between teaching, research and
extension, because of them such products results that augment the teaching-learning processes and
enlarge the academic horizons. Therefore, the DA will continue to strongly invest in incentives and
support for their professors and students, of undergraduate and graduate, to dedicate themselves to the
various research support programs available at USP (which we hope will be sheltered from budget cuts)
and outside it. In the medium term, if there is a counterpart from the University and Unit, the DA has as
goal to maintain and increase the number of: guidance for IC and post-doctorate; projects involving the
insertion of DA and PPGAS in research networks; support to the centers and laboratories. In the long run,
if there is the construction of the building for the FFLCH research centers and laboratories the DA intends
to collaborate with the maintenance and operation of that infrastructure in order to adapt the spaces to
the needs of their research groups, allowing them, by being properly installed, to better develop their
activities.
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j) Culture and extension;

R: As we pointed at the end of the culture and extension block, the DA, although already acting on many
fronts that bring them into contact and interaction with the wider community, is able to thickens them and
multiply them, as long as there are policies, at USP, of support and encouragement to do so. We
understand that one of the central roles of the Office of Culture and University Extension is to clarify these
policies, in order to provide conditions so that departments develop short, medium and long-term
projects. Is fundamental this security of continued support and systematization of the broadest results, so
that can better evaluate them. In the medium term, the DA intends to adopt internally a better
methodology for monitoring the professor and student activities in order to have a clearer picture of its
business lines, its achievements and results, which will draw up strategies for investment / support and
promote more collective projects, linked to the lines, centers and research laboratories as well as with
certain disciplines. From this will result analyzes that will support long-term strategies.

k) Internationalization.

R: In the medium term, the DA and the PPGAS intend to maintain and, if possible, increase the incentives
for internationalization, but these depends directly on political and financial aid which, therefore, also
need to be maintained and expanded. Are already significant the international insertion of the DA and
PPGAS, which resulted from contact efforts and establish networks that now need institutional support
itself, because internationalization implies virtual traffic, but also physical of researchers (professors and
students) that, mutually, exchange collaborations in seminars, cooperation projects, exchanges, etc.
Budget cuts, like the one occurred on the part of USP, for example, in relation to the USP-COFECUB
program, taking by surprise ongoing projects and making missions to be canceled or reduced on the eve
of its realization, are decisions that shake the partnership established, damaging its continuity. So, in the
long run, there is no way to design goals for internationalization for the DA and PPGAS without have the
assurance of strong institutional support and, at least, consistent with what was already achieved,
because external resources may also suffer from restraint and the USP, as the protagonist of its academic
policies, should prioritize initiatives and ensure its researchers that they can and should invest in
internationalization projects.

3.2 Explain the main indicators to be used for monitoring goals and actions proposed by the
Faculty.

R: To summarize what we made explicit throughout the report, the indicators more considered by the DA,
in relation to different aspects of its operation, are the ones that guide the area and results from the
consensus achieved in its specific forums (ABA - Anthropology Brazilian Association; ANPOCS - National
Association of Graduate Studies in Social Sciences; CAPES - Higher Education Personnel Improvement
Coordination). In addition to these, are important the indicators traded in academic and political forums of
the DA (Department Council, CCP) and Unity (Congregation). The ones adopted by instances of USP
central management leave, often, to be desired, because unduly universalize most criteria appropriate to
the areas of Health and Exact Sciences than to the Humanities, as prove the problems that some
professors on probationary period at FFLCH are facing with the CERT (Special Committee for Work
Regime) regarding the approval of their reports. In the medium term, it is up to the DA invest in clear
systematization of its internal indicators to collaborate with instances of the USP central management that
intend to use them, but they should do it properly and with care not to commit misconceptions of serious
consequences. With regard to teaching work, as well as arguably relevant indicators (number of
professors with a CNPq scholarship; awards for best dissertations and theses received by ANPOCS; other
awards and distinctions; coordination of theme projects funded by FAPESP; high number of scholarships
requested and received; presence in prestigious bodies and agencies as consultants, presidents, area
coordinators, etc.), are indicators of the relevance of teaching scientific production the simultaneous
insertion in teaching, research and extension activities. Hence, we consider as an indicator of high quality
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of the DA and PPGAS the fact that all its faculty actually work in RDIDP. Finally, the indicators used by the
DA are more qualitative than quantitative, by virtue of the particularities of the area, quite different from
those that guide the broader monitoring policies of other areas, especially the technological. Under this,
the DA does not have quantitative indicators to evaluate some of its activities, however, qualitative
aspects resulting from partnerships with other institutions, between units and departments; the
articulation between teaching, research and extension and the production of communications, conferences
and articles are significant signs of its rich production continuously carried out and should remain so in the
medium and long term to be considered.

OTHER COMMENTS

Other comments and final considerations regarding the Faculty's 2010-2014 Institutional
Assessment

R: We emphasize, from the set of data, analyses and arguments exposed, that the DA and PPGAS
reached the quality, and the resulting recognition, due mainly to the high qualification of its faculty and
staff, of which, necessarily, results a student body also properly qualified for the inclusion in the academic
and non-academic job market. This professor, employee and student capacitation, in the case of the DA
and PPGAS, is long-standing, since this Department and this program exists for decades. Therefore, this
long history and everything accumulated over the years shall be duly respected and appreciated against
any evaluation proposal or new management project. Whatever is desired, academic and politically in the
short, medium or long term, in the case of DA and PPGAS, must take into account how much we have
already done and that was only possible, and led to excellent results of which we enjoy today, due to the
hard work of generations of professors dedicated entirely to teaching, research and extension, as well as
qualified staff to provide appropriate support to such dedication. It is, therefore, up to the University to
continue providing the guarantees and conditions for this history of achievements and success have
continuity. The DA and the PPGAS guarantee that they will respond accordingly, as they always have.


